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(FOREMOST PAPER IN HAR DING COUNTY.)
"With Malice toward None, with Charitv fov All hnH wh irmness in the Right.'
New Mexico, sat a?v. jvamryj
jtioy. riartmvt
The

Will

bpanisU-Aim-nca-

OUR
NO LAW TO STOP SUNDAY HOMESTEADER KILLED ON INTRODUCING US TO
'GOVERNMENT
HIS CLAIM IN TAOS COUNDANCING COURT
"
TY
Helping Americans Acquire A
New, Interest In The GovSANTE FE, N. M., Dec. 31
Test Case Against Benny Cor Clyde Lentz,homesteader who
ernment 'of The United
dova Is DismissedStates.
had a claim in northwestern
Toas County, was killed from am
There is no law in New Mexi bush on his place.
Most of us have already ac, K. L. Kirkland, another home- quired a new interest in the govco to stop Sunday dancing. This
decision was made by the dis- steader,, wired A. M. Bergere ernment of our country. We
trict court yesterday afternoon Santa Fe land office register, were always patriotic, with a
in connection with an informa- that the justice of the peaííe in casual interest in which the
tion filed by the district attor- the precinct wanted to hold a
was doing when it hapney, charging Benny Cordova preliminary hearing for the men pened to get on the first page
with running public dances on charged with the killing before of our newspapers. But since
Sunday at his dance hall on Wil- the district attorney arrived. Collector has begun to make his
The defendants he said, were to annual demand for a share of our
liams Street.
In making the decision the have an attorney.
yearly incomes and ever since
Bergere, after consulting At- he days when we invested all our
court explained that the courts
could not stop dancing on Sun- torney General Bowman, wired loose change in Liberty Bonds
day unless there is something in- Kirkland to call District Attor- and Saving Stamps, we have
herently wrong with the dancing ney II. B. Woodward from Clay- realized
that we are . fiitself. He explained that while ton at once.
nancial partners in a great enterfighting, drunkenness and im- - Kirkland said Lentz was killed prise and that we have a perfect
moriality often occured at public while trying to prevent the tak- right to be curious about how
ing of wood from his place.
dances, these things are not
the busines is conducted.
essavily caused by the dancing.
Probably never in the history
"I have seen fights and drunk- BAPTIST REVIVAL AT ROY of the country has their been
enness at ball games but that
such healthy interest and inteldoes not signify that the ball
We have just closed one of the ligent curiosity concerning the
game itself is wrong." The greatest revival meetings ever details of operation of the varjudge stated, "These things held at Kov. It was a. meeting ious Governmental Departments.
might even happen at a garther-in- g in vVch tne power of God was For this reason we anticipate a
r fter church services, but do realized at every service. Rev. lively interest in the series of ilnot imply that the church ser- L. S. Smith of Tucumcari did lustrated folders, booklets and
vices are the cause."
the preaching for us. He is a leaflets, descriptive of the work
Mr. Garcia, district attorney, spirit filled man and a great gos- of the individual departments
stated that in several former de- pel preacher.
and of the Gov't as a whole
cisions the supreme court has
We have had the devil to face which are to be distributed free
shown that it contemplated stop on every side in the form of by the First National Bank of
ping of the sports which tend to- dancing, card parties, theatres Roy.
ward immorality under the pro- and the Lord knows what else.
Each month one of these arvisions of' the statutes of the But God gave us VICTORY over ticles is to be sent thi'ough the
state. In the information he it all. Somebody said this is no mail to many homes throughout
brought out that the conducting "We can do all thjngs through this section. When the series
of á public dance is not a work Christ which stengfheneth us." is finally complete the recin-y.'of necessity, charity ,or mercy PiVil. 1 13.
will have a consecutive
("í ?and that the statutes forbid any
account of the activities
The Church jit'llóy will go forlabor on Sundays which is not ward in their work with more and services of each of our Govof one of these classes.
The
ernmental Departments.
fiith in God and a greater
"I merely wanted td have the
to. winthe lost L articles written m pleasing, pop-llpoint crystalized on this test Jesuá Cnrir.t. We arc ready for
style and filed with intercasé." Mr.Garcio stated. "We anv
esting
'pictures, Will be of rea!
will
lay
us
to
God
.sVfiur
now know how far we can 'go unvalue. They will
educational
V. UJUassegee, Factor.
der the statute. It shows the
help to answer the questions that
people that there is no law to
are filling the minds of all of vs.
Philip Sanchez and Irvin
stop Sunday dancirg, and if they
todayViiv. 4
4
were over from Mora the
want one. they, will tsee that .one
This 'whlrfe community will
first of the week attending to benefit directly and indirectly
is passed."
business matters at Roy and the from' the circulation of this maCounty Seat. Mr. Sanchez bro- terial,Whatever contributes
I Hum. Republican ught over a great portion of
Cal los F
the
Norrinee for County Treasurer transcript of the Harding Coun- - to the better understanding and
of Mora Crnntv así fall has ty Records as the Mora portion deeper appreciation of the value
lvcvi mode Auditor of the First and they are as fine a bunch of and service of our Government
National Bank of Santa Fe. Mr. 'records as we have seen ,any-- ; to .every man, woman and child,
Dunn has been with the Bank where and show painstaking makes for better citizenship and
Examiner for the past several work by the gentlemen who have strengthens' the community no
months and has manv friends the work in charge.1 Mr. San less than the country.
To receive this material as it
in Roy that will be glad to learn chez reports that the records are
is issued jt is only1 necessary that
of ir.s fwctiss in securing
practically all transcribed r':;d ex you have your name placed on
of trust. ;
pects to bring over the balance the mailing j'st.
be
This
in a few' weeks. Mr. Sanchez is accomplished by personal"can
applisil
the newly appointed postmaster cation, which can be made any
There are $700.000 in new
at Mora and will take charge of time during banking
ver dollars now being coined
hours.
'
the United States mint, one side the office in a few weeks.
As" this material is of perrn- r
Ogderi
on
his
perched
not
Mr.
eagle
did
tell
us
showing the
ianent value to everyone and es
broken sword and clutching ar business in Roy. but ho. had the pecially to school children cm'
olive branch, with the wort' broad smile we like to see c a new or prospective citizens, it
"Peace" inscribed be'ow. Fine' fellow's face and suspect that his deserves a place in every private
Wish we had the whole bloominf visit brought results also. The library. With a view to its pre,
S. A. acknowledges a call from
seven hundred thousand.
servation. arrangements have
the gentlemen.
been made to provide for its collection within a single cover.
rvolenBarret hns resigned lv
As we go to press the County Portfolios for this purpose wili
position with ) the Floersheir
Mercantile Co.? - and will visr Board of Education is in session be given out on application, and
all who receive the material will
friends in Kansas and Nebraska at the Spanish American
do well to see in advance that
for a few weeks.
they have a portfolio.
.
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JOE WOODWARD SERIOUSLY MRS. NANCY GRAY MCMIN-IMBURNED
DIES AT FARNKFORD
KANSAS, MOTHER OF
MRS. F. A. ROY
Joe .Woodward a prominent far
mer of the Liberty neighborhood
The' sad news was received in
was seriously burned last SaturTuesday morning that Mrs.
Roy
day afternoon while working
with some gasoline. As near as Nancy Gray McMinimy of Frank
we can get, the facts Joe and a fort Kansas had died suddenly at
fellow named Pearlie Johnson that place Wednesday afternoon
had been removing some gaso- Mrs.1 McMinimy is the mother of
line from a barrel and is doinjf Mrs. F. A. Roy of this place and
Mcso had accidentally spilled some the grandmother of Earl
bookkeeper
Minimy
is
head
who
of the gasoline on their clothes
Co.
but paid no attention to it and of the Foersheim Here.
well known
McMinimy
was
Mrs.
later they undertook to do some
soldering and allof a sudden Joe's in Roy, having visited here at
clothes became ignited and he different times during the past
years and has a host of
vas immediately a mass of many
here that will mourn her
friends
flames and Johnson also was on
sudden
death. Mrs. F. A. Roy
fire. Joe tried to smother the
immediately
for Kansas afleft
flames but could not do so by rolhearing
of
ter
her
mothers death
ling on the ground and he had
presence of mind enough to cov- and will spend several days at
hat place before returning home.
er himself with, loose dh"t and
A compite obitary will appear
thereby smothering the flames. in next
week's paper.
His overalls and coat were burned from his body and his head,
E. J. H. Roy made a business
neck and face were seriously
burned also one arm and hand trip to Mosquero last Tuesday.
were burned into large blisters.
Johnson was not so severely
Henry Leibert of Mills was
burned, but received a bad burn transacting business in Roy Tues
on the hand and was somewhat day.
scorched all over, but nothing to
compare with the bums receivJohn Tobler and wife of Mosed by Woodward.
quero spent the latter part of
As soon as the flames were the week at the Fred Fluman
extinguished they were rushed home north of Roy.
to the Plumlee Hospital where
o
medical aid was given them.
Mrs. ,F. A. Roy left Tuesday
both of the men are sufferfor
Frankfort, Kansas where she
ing severely they are beyond the
danger point and in a few weks was called by telegram on the
will be able to return to their death 6f her mother.
homes, wiser from the experience
oij a barrel of gasoline.
The County Commissioners of
Harding County have been in ses
sion this week and have transFor the news of thejnesa acted considerable business of im
portance to the county,
read th2 Spanish American.
Y

Al-th-

BODY OF ELMER COLE DUE
TO ARRIVE IN ROY FRIDAY

News was received by Holmer
Holmes commander of the Roy
Post American Legion last Wednesday that the body ofElmer
Cole would arrive in El Paso
Thursday afternoon and would
be immediately reshipped to Roy
and should arrive here either
Friday or Saturday noon.
Arrangements have been made
for the funeral to take place
Sunday afternoon at 2 o'clock
and will be in charge of the
Legion of Roy and the
funeral sermon will be delivered by Rev. Masagee of the Baptist Church. Burial will
after in the Roy
Cemetery where the body will be
laid to rest by the side of hi3
mother who died a few years
ago.
.;;,
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Brown-Thompso- n

school buildings.

E. B. Branch is assisting in
the Mills Post Office for a few
week:-until Mrs. C. N. Shafer,
the new Post Mistress gets use
;

to

t1

e work. "

R. P. Shaya left for Duran
last Sunday where he will attend
to buiness pertaining to his uncle's estate. Hé will probably be
gone several weeks.
Dr. Moon of Mills reports the
of a little sen at the A.
M. Jordan bnme north of Mills
last week. The little fellow is a
wonder pnd adds much to the
!ife ;of the Jordan home.
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$35.00 Suits
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$23.50
$30.00 Suits

.

HARVEY NEW PASSES
WAY

of friends.
are left
mourn the untimely death of

A wife and two nieces
Í

IE2C53

ROY TRADING COMPANY
A

Profitable Place to Trade.

i.1

V

uus gooa man..

I

U

f

ciorrifs

twenty-fiv- e
ears Mr. New has
worked for the largest railways
in the southwest, both in this
country and Mexico and was well
known and esteemed by hundreds

Si

t

'TP1

Styleplut

Harvey S.'New, who for many
years has been an employee of
the El Paso and Southwestern
Railway in the capacity of extra
gang foreman and maintainence
of way foreman, died at his home
at Cabeza, N. M. at 8 o'clock
Wednesday evening of heart failure. Mr. New was in the best of
health, having worked that day,
and his death coming so suddenly was a great shock to his many
friends along the lines of the E.
P. & S. W. R. R. For the past

to-

at
i

$24.50

.

Get .yours before
hey are all gone.

Grocery Specials
10c can of Swifts Sunbrite Cleanser at 4 cents
3 cans for 10 cents
10c bar Grand Pa's Tar Soap 5 cents
15c can Van Camp Chili Con Came 6 cents
15c can Van Camp S mp 7 cents
15c can Van Camp Spaghetti 9 cente
10c can Van Camp Pork and Beans 4 cents,
3 for 10 cents.
Beech-Nu- t
Tobacco, 10c package, 5 cents
15c package granulated tapioca 5 cents

.

Holmer Holmes, Sec. of the
Roy Chapteer of the American
Red Cross reports a receipt of a
nice check for the Chapter from
head quarters at Denver
from the membership en
rullment.at Mosquero.:
.

which-come-

s

Floersheim Mercantile
Company

Con-

struction Co., have received
of the architect work for
the Wagon Mound and Nolan

ar

.Ti
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THE

oarsman. More than ever he looked
like the island god. Every day he
grew more brown and brawny, more
superb In his physical vigor.
The cliffs on the north shore of the
cove were considerably higher than
on the other side.
The wreck lay
close in, driven high upon the narrow shelf of rocks and sand at the
base of the sheer ascent. Sand had
heaped up around her .hull and flung
itself across .her deck like a white
winding-sheet- .
Surprisingly, the vessel was a very small one, a little
sloop, indeed, much like the fragile
pleasure-boat- s
that cluster under the
Sausallto shore at home. The single
mast had been broken off short, and
the stump of the bowsprit was visible, like a finger beckoning for rescue
from the crawling sand.
"Poor forlorn little boat!" I said.
"What In the world do you suppose
brought such a mite of a thing to this
unheard-o- f
spot?"
"Perhaps she belonged to the copra
chap. One man could handle her."
"What would he want with her? A
small boat like this is better for fishing and rowing about the cove."
"Perhaps she brought him here from
Panama, though he couldn't have
counted on taking back a very bulky

CRAMPS, PAINS

Spanish

ADD BACKACHE

St Louis Woman Relieved by
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
St Louis. Mo. "I was bothered

Doubloons

with cramps and pains every month and
liiTiTiTrTiTTiTiTiTMfr inaa
Dackache and
had to go to bed as I
jl""MlU
could not work. My
mother and my
whole family always
's
took Lydia E.

By
CAMILLA KENYON

Pink-ham-

Vegetable

x

h.
Mr

Compound for such

troubles and they
induced me to try it
and it has helped me
very much. I don't
have cramps any
more, and I can do
my housework all through the month.
I recommend your Vegetable Compound
to my friends for female troubles."
Mrs. Della Scholz, 1412 Salisbury
Street, St Louis, Mo.
Just think for a moment Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound has
been in use for nearly fifty years. It is
prepared from medicinal plants, by the
utmost pharmaceutical skill, and superior methods. The ingredients thus
combined in the Compound correct the
conditions which cause such annoying
symptoms as had been troubling Mrs.
Scholz. The Vegetable Compound exercises a restorative influence of the most
desirable character, correcting the trouble in a gentle but efficient manner.
This 8 noted, by the disappearance, one
after another, of the disagreeable

Copyright, Tha

ill

Company

' i!

symptoms.

Stop Ford Rattling

ana nattering
with ADVANCE
Cork Insert
Brake Lining

"SHALL

I

SPRING?"

Synopsis. Jane Harding, respectable' and conservative old maid-b- ut
never too old to think of mar
rlage
with more money than
d
brains. Is Inveigled by a
spinster. Miss Hlgglesby-BrownInto financing an expedition to hunt (or buried treat u re on
Leeward island. Her niece, Virginia Harding, undertaking to stop
her, gets on the vessel and is unwillingly carried along. By no
means concealing her distaste ior
the expedition and her contempt
for its members, Virginia makes
the acquaintance of the Honorable
Vane.
Talking with
Cuthbert
Dugald Shaw, leader of the expedition, Virginia very frankly expresses her views, practically accusing Shaw and the other members of the party, Including a
personage
somewhat
uncertain
Captain Magnus, and a shady
'financier," Hamilton H. Tubbs, of
being in a conspiracy to defraud
Jane Harding. Landing on the
Island Is a matter of some difficulty, Virginia being carried ashore
In the arms of Cuthbert Vane. The
party gets settled. Miss Browne
tells about the treasure. Virginia
declares herself out of It. The
dead sailor's map Is produced. Virginia finds a mysterious dog, Crustrong-minde-

e,

This booklet tells why

(CHAPTER

ADVANCE AUTOMOBILE
ACCESSORIES CORP.

PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM

Bam oren Danarn ff --S tops HalrFaillDn
K estores Color and

to Gray and Faded Haiti
Bnty
ouc. ana
j'rufriri.

ilivii

Cncm. Wka. Fatchogue,

HINDERCORNS

W.

T,

flaiauvaa Onros,

a, tin., atopa all pain, enaurea comfort to tlia
feet, makaa walktor ea... lto. bf mail or at Drua
(lata, aiaooxCaaiulaai Woraa, PatoboKaa.il. I.

Wireless Network.
If one set of radio Instruments can
establish a wireless Une of communication, apparently the multiplication of
Huch sets will produce a wireless netAnd there Is something pework.
culiarly fitting in the notion that the
government radio systems can use
such a net for jrotectlng aviators and
their passengers in airplane flights.
Apparently the radio netting will be
able to keep the airplane from straying into areas of unfavorable flying
conditions as effectually as chickens
netting keeps the hens from straying
Into the garden. Exchange.
At Marriages Go.
that growling

at the
weather?"
"A weather man taking a day off.
Naturally he thinks his substitute has
Dungled things more or less." Louisville Courier-Journa- l.
"Who

Is

Encouragement.

"The first hundred years are the
hottest," said the devil as a new arrival registered." Life.
AS SURE AS DAWN BRINGS A NEW DAY

A'.$

TSSSESSéS

QUININE

CASCARA

'!Ssl

fTii

Will Break That Odd and
JSgSi Make You FitTommnroar.
'.Ma M I UU

DBTWOIT.

16799
DIED

in New York City alone from

COLD MEDAL

The world's standard remedy for kidney,

liver, bladder and nric acid troubles,

Holland's National Remedy since 1696.
All druggists, three sizes.
Look for tha aamo Cold Medal on arery box
and accept no imitation

Comfort Your Skin

WithCuticuraSoap
and Fragrant Talcum
Soap 25c, OiataKst 25 ana1 50c, Talc

25c.

B. Coleman,
Wation
P&tant Lawver. Washington

D. G. Adrioa and book irea.
EaiM raaaooabla. Hlxheatnierancoa. BmimitIom.

FOREWARNED

IsForearned

Safoguard roar lovaatmenta. How much
have yon loat by not analyzing your
Bend $1.00 for one year's subscription Inveatmant Queatlonalra.
NATIONAL SECUKITX CO.

rounded

glnjcer BuUdtnc

With the midday reunion my hour
of distinction arrived.
The tale of
was told from the, bethe ghost-piginning by Cookie, with high tributes
to my courage in sallying forth In pursuit of the phantom. Even those holding other views of the genesis of the
white dog were amazed at his presence
on the island. In spite of Cookie's aspersions, the creature was no mongrel,
but a thoroughbred of points. Not
by any means a dog which some little
South American coaster might have
abandoned here when it put in for
water. The most reasonable hypothesis seemed to be that he had belonged to the copra gatherer, and was
for some reason left behind on his
waster's departure. But who that had
loved a dog enough to make it the
companion of his solitude would go
away and leave it? The thing seemed
to me Incredible. Yet here, otherwise
unaccounted for, was the corporeal
presence of the dog.
I had named the terrier in the first
ten minutes of our acquaintance. Crusoe was the designation by which he
was presented to his new associates.
Violet tolerated him, Aunt Jane called
him a dear weenty pettums love, Captain Magnus kicked him when he
thought I was not looking, Cuthbert
Vane chummed with him in frankest
comradship, and Mr. Shaw softened
toward him to an extent which made
me Inly murmur, "Love me, love my
dog" only reversed. Not that I in the
least wanted to be loved, only you feel
It an Impertinence in a person Who so
palpably does not love you to endeavor to engage the affections of your

1

-

W. N. U, DENVER.

New Tork

NO.

bull-terrie- r.

As to Cookie, he magnanimously
consented to overlook Crusoe's dubious past as a ghost-pig- ,
and fed him
so liberally that the terrier's lean and
graceful form threatened to assume
the contours of a beer-keCHAPTER VII.
An Excursion and an Alarm.
As the only person who had discovered anythlng'on the Island, I was now
Invested with a certain Importance.
Also, I had a playfellow and companion for future walks, in lieu of Cuthbert Vane, held down tight to the
by
thankless toil of treasure-huntinhis stern taskmaster. But at the same
time I Was provided with an annoying,
because unanswerable question which
had lodged at the back of my mind
like a crumb In the throat :
By what strange chance had the
copra gatherer gone away and left
Crusoe on the Island?
One morning, instead of starting directly after breakfast for the cave,
Mr. Shaw busied himself In front of
the supply tent with certain explosives
which were to be used in the digging
g

kid-

ney trouble last year. Don't allow
yourself to become a victim by
neglecting pains and aches. Guard
against this trouble by taking

PATENTS

Continued.)
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ful company In my rambles. Mostly
these were confined to the neighborhood of the cove. I never ventured
beyond Lookout ridge, but there I went
often with Crusoe, and we would sit
upon a rock and talk to each, other
about our first encounter there, and
the' fright he had given me. Everybody else had gone, gazed and admired. But the only constant pilgrim,
besides myself, was, of all people,
Captain Magnus. The captain's unexpected ardor for scenery carried him
thither whenever he had half an hour
to spare from the work In the cave.
Needless to say, Crusoe and I timed
our visits so as not to conflict with
his.
One day, as Crusoe and I came down
from the ridge, we met Captain Magnus ascending. I bad In my hand a
,

small
mirror, which I
had found, surprisingly, lying In a
mossy cleft between the rocks. It
was a thing such as a man might carry in his pocket, though on the Island
it seemed unlikely that anyone would
do so. I at once attributed the mirror to Captain Magnus, for I knew that
no one else had been on the ridge for
days. I was wondering as I walked
along whether by some sublime law
of compensation the captain really
,
cargo."
thought himself beautiful, and sought
"Then why leave her strewn about this retired spot to admire not the
on the rocks? And besides" here the view but his own physiognomy.
puzzle of Crusoe recurred to me and
When the captain saw me he stopped
seemed to link itself with this "then full In the path. There was a growth
how did he get away himself?"
of fern on either side. I approached
We rowed in close under the port slowly, and, as he did not moie,
bow of the sloop, and on the rail I paused, and held out the mirror.
made out a string of faded letters. I
"I think you must have dropped this,
began excitedly to spell them out.
Captain Magnus. I found it on the
You rocks."
oh, Island Queen!
"I
see she did belong here. Probably she
For an Instant his face changed.
brought the original porcine Adam His evasive eyes were turned to me
and Eve to the Island."
searchlngly and sharply.
He took
"Luckily forgot the snake, though!" the glass from my hand and slipped It
remarked the Honorable Bertie with into his pocket. I made a movement
unlooked-fó- r
vivacity. For so far Aunt to pass on, then stopped, with a faint
Jane's trembling anticipations had dawning of discomfort. For the heavy
been unfulfilled by the sight of a sin- figure of the captain still blocked the
gle snake, a fact laid by me to the path.
credit of St. Patrick and by Cookie to
,A dark flush had come into the man's
that of the pigs.
face. His yellow teeth showed be"Snakes 'd jes be oysters on de half tween his parted lips. His eyes had a
shell to dem pigs," declared Cookie.
swimming brightness.
As we rowed away from the melan"What's your hurry?" he remarked,
choly little derelict I saw that near- with a certain Insinuating emphasis.
by a narrow gully gave access to the ill began to tremble;
top of the cliff, and I resolved that
"I am on my way back to camp,
I would avail myself of this path to Captain Magnus. Please let me pass."
visit the Island Queen again. My mind
"It won't do you no harm If you're
continued to dwell upon the unknown a little late. There ain't no one there
figure of the copra gatherer. Perhaps keepin' tab. Ain't you always
the loss of his sloop had condemned
off with the Honorable? I
hlin to weary months or years of soli- ain't so pretty, but".
tude upon the Island, before the rare
"You are impertinent. Let me pass."
glimmer of a sail or the trail of a ... "Oh, I'm impertinent, am I? That
steamer's smoke upon the horizon means fresh, maybe. I'm a plain man
gladdened his longing eyes.
and don't use frills on my langwidge.
Suddenly I turned to Cuthbert Vane. Well, when I meets a little skirt that
"How do you know, really, that he takes my eyes there ain't no harm In
ever did leave the island?" I demand- lettin' her know It, is there? Maybe
ed.
,
the Honorable could say it nicer "
"Who the copra chap? Well, why
With a forward, stride he laid a
else was the cabin cleared out so
hjind upon my arm. I shook him off
clothes left about or any- and stepped" back. Fear clutched my
thing?",
throat. I had left my revolver in my
"That's true," I acknowledged. The quarters. Oh, the dreadful denseness
last occupant of the hut had evident- of these woods, the certainty that no
ly made a very deliberate and order- wildest cry of mine could pierce them I
ly business of packing up to go.
And then Crusoe, who had been
We drifted about the cove for a waiting quietly behind me In the path,
while, then steered into the dim mur- slipped in between us. Every hair
muring shadow of the treasure-caveron his neck was bristling. The lifted
Mr. Vane Indicated the point at which upper lip snarled unmistakably. He
they had arrived In their exploration gave me a swift glance which said,
among the fissures opening from the "Shall I spring?"
ledge.
Quite suddenly the gorilla blandishThe place held me with Its fascina- ments of Captain Magnus came to an
tion, but we dared not linger long, for end.
"Say," he said harshly, "hold back
as the tide turned one man would have
much ado to manage the boat. So we that dog, will you? I don't want to
slid through the archway into the kill the, cur."
bright sunshine of the cove, and
"You had better not," I returned
headed for the camp.
coldly. "I should have to explain how
As we neared the beach we saw a
figure pacing it. 'It was Dugald Shaw.
And quite unexpectedly my heart began to beat with staccato quickness.
Dugald Shaw, who didn't like, me and
who never looked at me except just
sometimes, when he was perfectly sure
I didn't know It there he was, waiting for us, and splashing Into the
foam to help Cuthbert beach the boat
he for whom a thousand years ago
the skalds would have made a saga
The b. y. hailed him cheerfully
ns we sprang out upon the sand. But
unsmiling.
the Scotchman-wa- s
"Make haste a'fter your tools, lad,"
metal-backe-

operations later.
Having inquired of the Honorable
Cuthbert and found that for an hour
or two the boat would not be In
requisition, I permitted the beautiful
youth to understand that I would not
decline an Invitation to be rowed about
the cove. Mr. Shaw had left Ills marine glasses lying about, and I had
been doing some exploring with them.
Under the great cliffs on the north
shore of the bay I had seen an obIt
ject that excited my curiosity.
seemed to be the hull of a small vessel, lying on the narrow strip of rocks
and sand under the cliff. Now, wreckage anywhere fills me with sad and
romantic thoughts, but on the shore
of a desolate island even a barrel-hoo- p
e
Into
seems to suffer a
something rich and strange. I therefore commanded the b. y. to row rae
over to the spot where the derelict
-

,

he ordered. "We'll have fine work now
to get Inside the cave before the turn."
Those were his words; his tone and
his grim look meant, "So in spite of
all my care you are being beguiled by
a minx "
It was his tone that I answered.
"Oh, don't scold Mr. Vane!" I implored. "Every paradise has its serpent, and as there are no others 'here
I suppose I am it. Of course all lady
serpents who know their business have
red hair. Don't blame Mr. Vane for
what was naturally all my fault."
Not a line of his face changed Indeed, before my most vicious stabs
It never did change.
"To be sure it seems unreasonable "What's Your Hurry?" He Remarked.
to blame the lad," he agreed soberly,
"but then he happens to be 'under my It happened, you know. As It Is I
shall say nothing.
But I shall not
authority."
."Meaning, I suppose, that you would forget my revolver again when I go
to walk."
much prefer to blame me," I choked.
And Crusoe and I went swiftly down
"There's logic, no doubt, in striking
at the root of the trouble," he admit- the path which the captain no longer
ted with an air of calm detachment. disputed.

I said furiously;
"Then strike,"
"strike, why don't you, and not beat
about the bush so!" Because then he
would be , quite hopelessly In tha
wrong, and I could adopt any of several roles the coldly haughty, the
wounded but forgiving, etc., with
great enjoyment.
But without a change in his glacial
manner he quite casually remarked :
."It would seem I had struck

How Yeast Vitamon
Tablets Put On
firm Flesh
Quickly Increase) Your Energy
and Beautify the Complexion
Easy and Economical to Take.

-
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"There, don't tremble so
are safe safe in my
armsP'
you

(TO BE CONTINUED.)

Juvenile Humor.
The poem under analysis was Tennyson's "The Brook" and the pupils
homé."
were asked to write a sentence conI walked away.
taining the words "coot" and "hern."
lay.
Fortunately nobody undertook to ex- One small pupil turned in this one:
I lay back idly In the stern as the
boat skimmed over the smooth water ercise any guardianship over Crusoe, "A little girl I know had an awful
beneath the strokes of my splendid and the little white dog bora me faith I coot doll, but It wasn't hero,"
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folks! Take
Thin or
Mastin's VITAMON two tableta
with every meal. Then weigh and
measure yourself each week and continue taking Mastin's VITAMON
regularly until you are satisfied with
your gain in weight and energy.
Mastín' VITAMON contains highly
as well
concentrated
as the two other still more important
vitaminas (Fat Soluble A and Water
run-do-
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Cock Inaert does it.
Gladly mailed FREE.
Aik four dealer (or "Cork
Inert Outlaid three act, of
ordinary aninga,
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Soluble C).

It is

now being used

.

by

thousands who appreciate its convenience, economy and quick resulta.
By increasing the nourishing power of
what you eat Mastin's VITAMON
JCAl
supplies just what your body needa
la-IJMmM
to feed the shrunken ssues, strengthen internal organs, clear the skin and
renew shattered nerve force without
upsetting the stomach or causing gas.
Pimples, boils and skin eruptions
seem to vanish as it by magio and the
J97
complexion becomes radiantly clear
and beautiful.
IMPORTANT!
While the amas
value of Mastin's VITAMON has been clearly and positively
ias
demonstrated in cases of lack of energy, nervous troubles, anemia, indigestion,
constipation, skin eruptions, poor complexion and a generally weakened physical
and mental condition, it should not be used by anyone who' OBJECTS to having;
their weight increased to normal. You oan get Mastin'f VITAMON tablets at
11 good druggists.
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Chinese Dairy Farmer Had Good Ex
cuse for Selling His Product
Without Using Scales.

Companionable Mother Need Not Have
Been Afraid She Was Over- doing Her Romping.

A dairy farmer living In a small
town was recently summoned tp ap
pear before the local magistrate on a
charge of selling butter under weight.
The complainant was the village
baker, who felt he was being wronged
when he discovered that every pound
of the farmer's butter fell below the
weight that a pound ought to be.
"Have you a pair of scales?" asked
the magistrate of the farmer.
"Yes, your honor."
"And weights?"
"No, your honor, I have no weights,"
"You have no weights! How, then,
can you weigh your butter?"
"That is very simple, your honor.
Since the baker has bought his butter
from me, I buy my bread from him,
d
loaves serve me as
and his
weights to weigh my butter. If the
butter does not weigh what it should,
It Is the baker's fault, and not mine,
you see." North China Herald.

A prominent Hoosier
clubwoman
Is a devoted mother, and takes time
to romp with her children every night.
The other evening her
daughter brought her chum home with
her for the night. The chum's mother Is dignified and never romps or
jokes with her children. So the prominent woman outdid herself for the
Finally she
children's amusement.
said laughingly : "I must stop or Mildred will think you have a nut for a
mother."
The next morning when she went
upstairs to pull her daughter out of
bed she heard the two youngsters
talking. And the little visitor said:
"I'm going to begin to pray that God
will make my mother Into a nut like
yours."

one-poun-

Probably

Not.

"I presume my letters to her will be
read In court?"
ÜVplr" aoM tha lun'irar
'TY'a nntt-who had been engaged by the defendant in a breach of promise suit,
"I dread that. The pet names I
called her will make me look foolish."
"I wouldn't worry," said the lawyer,
soothingly. "The court is used to hearing terms of that sort, and I. don't
suppose you thought
ones." Birmingham

up any
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Wifely Training.
"So you have graduated from col
lege?"
"Yes, sir."
"Studied abroad, too?"
"Yes, sir."
"Consider yourself now fairly well
able to get along and adapt yourself
In any kind of society?"
"I believe so."
"That's what I used to think, but
I lived to discover this: No matter
how many college degrees a man earns
nor how carefully his parents may
have trained him,- when he gets married there's always a lot his wife still
thinks necessary to teach him." Detroit Free Press.

The Exchange.
Esau sold his birthright for a mess
Perfectly Frank.
of potage. "I was trying to do my
"What an awful gash you have on
your forehead !" "Oh, next to nothing.''
Christmas shopping early," he cried.

Those Who Dance
Must Pay The Fiddler "
There's a settlement in profit or loss, for
nearly every indulgence.
Sometimes the pay day is long deferred, and
in that case the settlement may bear compound
interest
Often a payment in ill health is required for

the dance had with tea or coffee during earlier
years. Sometimes the collection comes in sleeplessness, sometimes in headaches, sometimes in
high blood pressure, or in nervous indigestion
'
sometimes in all these penalties.
Nerves won't always stand the whipping of

tea and coffee's drug, caffeine.
If you've been dancing to tea or coffee's
,

fid-

dling, why keep on till payment time comes? If
you're beginning to pay, now, why not cancel the

contract?
There's an easy and pleasant way to avoid
tea and coffee's penalties, as thousands have found
who have changed to Postum. It is a delight '
with any meal rich, comforting and satisfying
and it never harms. Even the little children
can have a breakfast cup of Postum, with no fear
for what may happen to sensitive nerves.
Instead of paying penalties for your mealtime drink, let it pay benefits to you, by giving
natural health a full chance and begin the new
arrangement today. Any grocer will sell you, or
any good restaurant will serve you Postum.
Postum comes in two forms: Instant Postum (in tins)
made instantly in the cup by the addition of boiling water.
Postum Cereal (in packages of larger bulk, for those who
prefer to make the drink while the meal ia being prepared)
made by boiling for 20 minutes.
.

Postum for Health
"There's a Reason"

HigSaAsarCgy.Cagdtr
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FARMERS
PROBLEMS

k dejnandmg; tax
reduction, as one means of en
couraging revival vt Business,
power
All

Cfcsttty-,-

industry

Mis .. Jc. It, Mitchelt dehghtf ully
entertained a number of her lady
friend's; Saturday afternoons it

wilt be remembered in 1920 Mr.
and' Mr&. Mitchell lost their home
by fir and they were generousr
sit
of
the
think
we
And
ly showered'' by their friends and
what
Happy New Year's.
oil encountered in test well drill- uation, everyone knows that the. Mrs. Mitchell graciously enterSanta Claus was very liberal ing m Arenas Valley.. Construccotton farmers over tained for those who manifested'
with everything but Tain or tion started on new bridge across grain and
"
State are in. & bad their- friendship at that time.
United
the
,
snow.
Pecos river at Hagerman. Cbn condition If we. were not in bad A delightful afternoon was spent
Mr. and Mrs. Copien returned tract let for mechanical equip- shape
there would not be so in social conversation and a defrom Mora where they report a ment in new building at Port many trying to get tarm loans licious four course luncheon was
pleasent Christmas. Mr. Win- Bayard.
partly the fault of the farmers; served, i Those present were
ters returned also. We are
Alamogordo-- Two new busi in other words, m some instan MesJatTies James Christman, I
fraid to say anything further, ness buildings under construcion. ces it is the farmers; have been A. Cannon, B. R. Stuart, C. L.
however.
Alantbgordo
Great ' Western used to much aá just common Justice, Pete Gibson, Wm. Baum
Hon. E. F. Gallegos, County Sulphur Co., building a IW ton mboerty. no particular one-- own Granville Kitchell, John Nowlmé
Commissioner came up from El refinery at Soda Lake 25 miles ed him, but all used him. Forty Hugh Mitchell, Chas. MericJe, T
Paso Tuesday to attend the southwest of here.
or fifty thousand millionaire M. Ogden, Geo. Lucas- and Miss
Mrs. Gallegos Tucumcari
bofixd meeting.
Steel work on Le- were made during the war, how Nola Canon and Bertha Now- is in the hospital at that place gan bridge completad.
many of them were tanners t ne. Opal Stuart the httle Chrts- and expects to remain for a couir ttuan, Micthell and Stuart young
Quay Valley Loan Also how many become a
Tucumcari
ple of weeks and will undergo
far,
the
sters,
what
on
trading
Ass'n has approved farm loans to
?t surgical operation while there.
made
many
How
mers
raise?
Born, to Joe Woodward and
the amount of $25,100.
oats,
The County Commissioners Raton
Willow Creek Rare millions trading on wheat,
on Jan 1st., a fine baby and
wife
transacted considerable business Metals Co., has proven an ore corn cotton and many other pro- on Jan. 3rd., a daughter to Mr.
of importance at their meeting zone containing tungsten bear- ducts, just using the farmers as and Mrs. Ocie Canon. Mothers
this week. A great many bills ing veins in an area 2 miles by 4 common property.
and babies setting along nicely.
were approved and ordered paid miles, surface samples show 20
There is no use to get mad
3. V, Woodward and his hired
much to the relief of some of the to 60
tungsten.
it George Washington led man was severely burned last
officers who find it to be a long
Local people to sub his armies eight, and one half Saturday by an explosion, both
Raton
time between pay days.
scribe 15,000 to complete drilling years in the revolutionary war,
convalescing at the hosThe Probate Court is again in of Eureka Oil Co s test well here. without seeming to get mad. men are
Roy,
pital
in
session at the County Seat and
and
Santa Fe R. R. We are told that paitiencemore
The little son of Mr. and Mrs.
disposed of several cases of min Albuquerque
accomplish
will
perservance
to reduce freight rates on ore
Chas
Mercilf suffered a broken
or importance and a great deal
bewe
rage,
and
from New Mexico points to smel- than force and
arm last Monday and was hur
of routine work. The next regu
stand
our
lets
take
But
lieve
it,
gas
in
lar session will be on the first ters
and not be sissies, not get ration ried to the Dr. Self Hospital for
1st.
Jan.
belt,
effective
Monday in March at which time
al or esterical, those kind do not relief.
.a great deal of accumulated legal El Paso & Southwestern Ry. has win battles.
Nek Bensin and family of Roy
matter handled in this court will purchased Arizona & New Mex
were
the Sunday guests of Jame3
We notice an editorial in the
ico Railroad rumng from Hachi
be taken care of.
and family.
Christmas
Dec.
31st.,
Ranch
and
of
Farm
district- ta to
Mrs. W. J. Hale who was taken Albuquerque
T. M. Ogden and family spent
Construction to called panhandling the Governquite sick some few days ago start on $15,000 sewer for Uuit ment and comes out squarely a pieasent day in the S. R. Crose
and taken to the hospital at Las ed States Indian School here.
gainst the government pricing home near Mills Tuesday. ComVegas for expert mental treatre-Ketail coal pnce i farm products, we have this plimentary to Mr. and Mrs. Ran
ment continued to grow worse Raton
much to say. The government dolph Crose of Vallejo, Calif.
per ton.
duced
$1.85
after her arrival there until La Plata
Refining ha3 more right and there is
Midwest
death mercifully ended her suf- Co., has spudded in its No. 2 test much reason in the government
ferings. Sunday the first day of well
setting: prices, than there is to
We have no quarrel with those
near here.
the New Year. Her body was Albuquerque
allow
classes to set prices, 1 who take and read regularly a
organiRecently
shipped back to Mosquero and zed company will open plant for every class set their own prices good, clean city daily, but every
taken charge of here by her sormanufacture of mens' cloth- and everv one try to put his body owes it to his home commurowing relatives and interment the
goods high enough so he will nity to support the local newsing.
made at the family home near Magdalena
have a little the best bargain, papers which are such a large
stock
of
200
cars
Gallegos. She leaves a husbanc
what will it lead to? There is factor in making the home town
shipped from here past week.
a son and a dughter to iíiouit. Albuquerque
only
one right and fair way. and and the country surrounding it
hion
Livestock
her untimely death.
o., of New Mexico has aproved that is to have a commission a good place to live. There is alMaster Alfred Brown, after í 100 applications for loans total to set prices of labor regulate so much to be done in supporting
the rates, and price the farm the iocal paper in adverfcng
week's visit with his parents re ng $750,000.
turned to his studies at the New Ylbuauernue
I'.uilding permits croduets. But then we need patronage, it is surprising how
ourown farm organizations, we little appreciation is shown of
Mexico Military Institute at
issued in November totaled
need to work together, we were, the local newspaper in an adverwhere he is a cadet. Mr.
put on earth to just seo how tising, way. Farmers especially
not
holidays
at
spent
the
Joe Baca
Val Verde DevelopSocorro
home and on Sunday left for El ment Co., making good progress many dollars we could get and can often utilize the advertising
Rito where he is a student in the on their No. 1 well on the La measure our knowledge by the columns of the local newspaper
amount of money we possess, we to sell or leoiite for purchase
n
Normal Col- Joya grant.
what they wish to buy but do
lege. Both boys are doing nice- Santa Fe
$30,000 fish hatch get down to small affairs.
not know where to find. Do not
ly in their school work but ar ery under construction near here
to
see
the
like
we
Sometimes
glad to get back home and visit will have a capacity of 3,000.000 smoke coming out of our neigh over look the local papers. You
the "home folks" once in a trout annually.
bors stovepipe and like to see noc-- them ai d they need your
Y.
while.
Albuquerque
Fred Harvey Sys. him scratch down, in his can of support.
Messrs Roy A. McGlothiin and tern to build laundry here that tobacco with one finger, and
loosen up a little of it and fill
James England have bought out will employ. 50 people.
being
machinery
New
Clovis
continwill
Cozy
and
the same old pipe that he has
Cafe
the
ue the business under the man installed in flour null of the ntoked so long and after he gets
agement of Mr. McGlothiin who Cramer M. &E. Co.,
his pipe to going good teh us
h?xe liov much meat and lard he has
bar Carlsbad California : '
will also installan
ber shop in part of the building. purchased the well and 20,000 put up for the winter, and how
We understand that Mr. Mat- acres of leases on Black River many nice shoats he has for next
year's meat, and know that he
thews who formerly conducted south of here.
the Cafe will engage in the car- Mosquero New stone building and his family are all well and
pentering and contracting busi- to be used as a temporary hos- i.her. our mind wanders back to
pital nearing completion.
the old home state, how they
ness exclusively.
at mothers or grandparents back in
Imporvements
Vegas
Lis
Mr. R. L. Cook was in town
Montezuma College costing
vould talk when we .would be
from his home at Clayton a few
completed.
sitting
around the old fire place
days looking over Mosquero for Albuquerque
Constiaiction tc at night, the old hickory wood
a business opening of some kind start on $30,000 apartment house
and dear old mother and father,
and also looking over the field
retreasurer
Fe
State
Santa
for a friend who is desirous of ceives $443,700 from oil and gas 1grandfather and grandmother.
hey looked at life as we do, enfinding a location for the erect- lease rentals.
joyed
the eld farm home the
ion of a number of houses for
For year ended June 30th., pictures of the same are stamped
sale and rent. He was quite fav
Mexico Trust companies re- in our minds, we trace our own
orably impressed with Mosquero New
port
resourses of $6,541,866 warderings down to the present
total
and we may expect some interagainst
$2,658,572 five years time and just ask God to help
as
esting news from that suarter in ago.
us.' Be strong and true to the
the near future.
November build- principles that we think are
Albuquerque
Messrs. Teasdale from Clayton ing permits totaled $55,745 an in
Wes know
the farright.
and Philip Sanchez from Mora crease of $17,000 over the same mers
pets
ive no government
were in the County Seat the 1st., ionth last year,
not be, but at the
should
and
part of this week delivering to Albuquerque
Construction s?iTié time no other class should
the county commissioners ano- work progressing rapidly on new have any advantage of him.
ther large installment of the rec Santa Fe shops here which will
Ih4re is omv one way to do
ords transcribed .from Union,
largest on Santa Fe system.
and that is the right way
things
and Mora Counties by these en AiDuquerque
contract iei ior
terprising young gentlemen. TJhe new addition to Alvarado hotel and. that is all fanners want, and
1
larger part of the records are which will cost approximately many of the best people of the
nation are for us. are we for ournow here and it will soon be pos- $400.000.
sible to make an abstract to a De Baca County Livestock Loan selves?
piece of property without hav- Ass'n capitalized at 100,000
If we organize and get to
ing to commence it in one of the granted charter.
where we can help, ourselves,
old counties and finish it up here.
A burned factory employs no this will force government, conMr. Philips of El Paso who men and pays no income. Help trol because so many have been
has been spending the Xmas prevent fires and waste caused making ix rivtdev precentage
holidays with his wife and baby thereby.
than they ought to, and the same
at the parental home of Mr. W. When you tax a corporation to classes would :xpect to continue
F. Mealey, left for his Texa? death there is no job for the to do so and in this case the farhome Sunday. Mrs. Philips and workman. Let the people think. mers will hi' iil)l' to put
baby weve unable to get away
'high enough to compete
If the Federal Trade Commi-sio- n
from the clutches of the proud
must investigate to make a with other nigh prices our of
grandparents and will stay until show for drawing its pay for reason, which vij, of course
next Sunday.
goodness sake let it pick out force gov'erninent control.
Mrs. Sapp, of Solano wa3 a tern something which does not interporary sojourner at the Daniels' fere with the operation of basic
Tanlac is the ideal strengthen-e- r
Hospital where she underwent a western industries.
and body builder for old folks,
minor operation. Miss .Amy
at
busy
the
quite
kept
stopping
being
is
because it creates a healthy
Brinnegar who is also
and hopes to be able to
at the hospital is now much imfor wholesome food and
proved and slowly regaining her
health which forced her to give
m.r-ran- y
up her school in the northern have more ncromodatipns for his digestive organs. Fairview
'macy:
paitients.
part of the county. Tho doctor
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WHAT THE GOVERNMENT

IS DOING FOR

'"..;'

-

We have cause in every way to feel proud
of our country, but we are as a nation too

tittle informed as to the activities and actual
benefits of our Government. To remedy thia situation

mil-liona-

locally, we have secured the exclusive right to
a series of attractively illustrated folders and
booklets in which ar tiven new and interesting
foots about Our Governrai.t and bow we all share
its beneficent influence.
dis-trib-

,

We will gladly send one of this set each month to
those who win request it, and a a permanent container for this valuable information we wilt present
a substantial brown and gold portfolio upon personal
call at this Institution. No obligation.

a-b-

$

-

YOU

,

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK
Capital and Surplus $60,000.00
MEMBER rEPKItALHESlCKVK

Kansas-Oklaho-

Clifton-Moren-

ci

;

Ros-we- ll

BANK

" A good bank 'for everyone

$98,-24-

5.
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NOTICE TO MUSIC

LOVERS
ATTENTION FARMERS

With the beginning of the New
Year, I will receive a limited num
ber of pupils in the Study of
Piano. I will instruct from grade
One and including grade Ten.
The famous Dr. Wm. Mason's
touch and Technique thoroughly
explained and demonstrated. If
interested call at my home west
of Roy.
Mrs. Ferry T. Brown.
NOTICE

If you have any coal to be delivered in Town, I will do it for
you at 75 cents per ton.
I will deliver any place in the
town of Roy for the above
price.
THE CITY DRAY.
F. J. Seidel, Prop.
Roy, New Mexico.
-

Cornbelt thorobred stock
positively out of the best
herds in the U.S.A. )uroc
Jersey Hogs, Poland China
Hogs, all big type and from
Sires weighing 1000 lbs and
up.

I can furnish you any
breed of dairy cattle that
you want, at prices you can
afford..
Get in the thorobred ga- menow for a few dollars
while prices are at rock bot- torn, and make yourself in- dependent in a few years.
You need better dairy cat-tie and hogs, and more of
them on this mesa.
Leo M. Wagner,
Address me at;

If you are feeling all worn oue,
want plenty of pep,
vou can't eat, sleep or work
if
Tan-lastrength and energy, take
with any satisfaction, you need
Faii-viePharmacy.
Tanlac. Fairview Pharmacy.
If

you

c.

up-to-d- ite

$31,-00-

0

OUR PRICES

Are not in every case the
lowest, but when the qual
ity of the article is taken
into consideration it will
be found that cur stock
is priced as low as possible, consistent with value
and real worth.

--

,

'

;

Paxton
Grocery Company

tal

;

Gilbertsville, Iowa.

S. E.

2
The
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Roy. Harding County, Nen Mexico, Saturday, January 3, 1322.
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added $10, M the amount of net
income in excess of $5,000."
The personal exemptions allowed married persons, apply also to
the head of a family, a person
who supports in one household
one or more relatives by blood,
marraige- or adoption.
Heretofore, a person whose net
income was less than his exempt
ion ($1.000 if single, or $2,000
if married) was not required to
file a return. tinder the Revenue Act of 1921, if the gross income of an individual equalled or
exceeded. $5.000., or if the combined gross income.,'of the maried
couple and that' of dependent
'minor children equalled or.
$5.000. a, return must be
filed! regardless of the amount of
net income.net income.
In order- that an income slight
"Nttt Income" is 'ross income
ly in excess of $5,000 shall not less certain deductions. The fact
be subjected to an mordinately that allowable deductions form
distortion ate tax because of the gross income, for business expen
reduce
reduction of the exemption of ses bad debts,
: $2,000 thereon', the law provides
net income to an amount bethe
'
that such' reduction shall not op- - low the personal exemptions of
income, if such STOSS in
erate to increase the tax, which
would be "payable if the exempt- come equalled or exceeded $5,
ion were $2,000, by more than 000.00.
the amount of the net income
in excess of $5,000.
BODY OF ELMER COLE NOT
For example, on a net income
TO REACH ROY UNTIL
cf $5,010, the tax, without this
NEXT WEDNESDAY
saving clause, would be $120.00,
which is 4 c on $3.010,. and the
Just as we go to press a teleamount of net income less an gram was received stating that
exemption of $2,000. The actual the body of Elmer Cole would
tax is $110.40, computed as fol- not reach Roy until Wednesday
lows: From the net income of noon January 11th and the fun$5,010 is deducted $2,500, leaving eral will be held Thursday Jan$2,ol0, the 4 tax on which
uary 12ih at 2 P. M. at the Bapto $100.40. To this is tist Church.
Revenue Act of 1921 contains two new and important
provisions requiring that a reincome of
turn be made
$5,000 or moré.
The Act provides that a married person, living with husband
or wife, whose net income for
1,921 was $5,000 or less shall be
allowed a personal exemption of
If tire net income oí
52,500.
such person was over $5,000 the
exemption is $2,000. Under the
Revenue Act of 1918 the person-- 1
al exemption allowed a married
person was 2,000, regardless of
the amount of net .income. The
normal tax rates remains
;.4. on the first $4,000
'of net income above, the exempton the , remaining
ion and
s

-

-
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-
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-
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í
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A happy family reunion took
place last week at the S. R. Gro
use home near Mills..
Mr. and Mrs. Randolnh Gro
use from Calif omia,. and Mr. and
Mrs. J. O, Leach and children
from Snrmirer were home with
their parents for the holiday.'
and all enjoyed the reunion
very much, specially-.- - Grandpa
and Grandma Crouse.
..
.Mr., and Mrs. Random Crouse
were .early hpmesteaders north
of. town but left the mesa sever;
al years, ago. going to California
their nresent home : tliev expect
to visit for several weeks before
returning to their home in Lan- :,
fornia,
Mr. and Mrs. Crouse are a- mouner the oldest homesteaders
are amoung our
on the mesa-anmost respected citizens ana we
are sure they 'are enjoying this
visit from their children very
much, ,.
,
.

.
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Christmas is over in 'Arizona FOSTOFFICE GETS 1922 SUP
and New Mexico, but in the is ear PLY OF WAR SAVING CERTIFICATES
PUBLIC BEALTH HUB5ES
,Er.st it stretches over a period
of almost a month,, ow.to tne
The postoff ice has received the
differences in callenders .and
CM FOB 200,000 date's. January lüth is the Chris 1922 supply of war savings certmas day of thp Armenian tificates.
0
They are in ?25, $100 and
V
SOUTHWEST church.
in
mature
and
denoninations
Both the native and American
celebrations of Christmas in the five, years. ..The rate of. interr
year suffered est according to postpff ice emWorkers in Red Cross Chapter Near East this
'more than 4
caused by ployes
depression
from the
t
.irt Seven States Have
situation,
percent.
famine
the
; "
Big Jcb.".
:'.
finding the
:VK:
days of
r
No person is allowed to take
ever, .out more than $5,000 in certifisupplies
scarcer'
food
than'
v If the.'lM public henltli nurses nowj
It was necessary to. curtail ra--, cates. This was formerly the
tin; lied'
worklnfj. under (lie emblem-otions inside the .. American Or- limit for any one. person.
Cross 'In the Southwestern Division of
to provide morsel's" for
phanages
wlth-wcie
The certificates may be cashl
thn American Hod Cross
ed any .time, before maturity' at
drawn 'tomorrow, more: tumi ji'm.vu; me cnuaren ouísíae me gates.
uní iMiii-- j
But for the little tubercular the regular, rate of interest, ofsick aiidiniinii men,
'.:" "'
dm) would. be left, without. imyng VongsteTS in the Near East Re- - ficials say
pcord!iig to
core nnih nilvtce.
lief hospital lñ'CnstaRtÍnoÍlte it
QUv.rhuj;man, Director of NarliiK
The Baptist Revival Meetings
a' div-ofrt!4 festivity
of
UiviKioa
of tlie So. tl.weHtorn
'
navy
m.
trees
ndes
have, been in progress at
ich
Í
.Christmas
v
.
,,
America i,a cross.
Ti
i'ut.iíc iicuuit Nürsfi is ono of motor tinicks and good things to the Baptist church the past sevthe most important oat'rs in- th eat, all provided by the sailors eral nights closed Saturday even- Bos mg. ,A number of additions to
AmerkKt) itcd Cross todny. Her job on American warships in
V'
Is to help' li! "people to pt wen una
phorus.
the church were made and also
keep well; Slie tenrlies motlier now
of a number of confessions. Severpeajackets
'.instead
With
to look nftof tlielr hnhle.s onU seliool red
robes and with clean shaven al converts were baptised Saturehlldien how to nvoid illnoss tmd disfamil- day evening after the services.
puse. She is found in seliool.s. lionies, faces unadorned with the
to
came,
jackies
the
whiskers,
iar
t
ptnyirrouiirts. indiistiial.iOunts.
Patronize the man who treats
stores, hospltiils. mid health ce- the hospital loaded down with
nter' Up'" work Is In the small towns presents and things dear to child you fairly and squarely. Try R.
and in the hit: cities, In the rural com- ish hearts.
Kilmurray the man on the square
munities and In the lonely mountain
necessary curtailment of
The
regions of the West. She Is wherever
rations hit Constantinople as
On account of over hauling of
there is need for her service, regardwell
as the other orphanages, but some of the machinery of the S.
conless of race, 'religion
hore it was made up for by the A. the paper is a little late
ditions.
this
Any form of community work in "gebs" who had undertaken to week.
conIs
puhllc
which the health of the
piny Santa Claus to the little
cerned Ik hers. She visits the rich and tots of lie near east.
Miss Anua Branch who has
the poor alike and teaches holh the
been
visiting Roy relatives the
good
of
health.
common sense rules
past
week
returned home SatShe locates tuberculous patients and
ínIn responce to, numerous
urday. '
nires for them, and at the same time
taxpayers
advised
are
teaches the families how to prevent i5,U11J'eS'
among them
the disease from spreading (k other that certain taxes,
"nuisance" and "lux
members. She assists in school medi- the
Sam Strong transacted busical Inspection of children and follows urv" taxes, are repealed, effect
in El Paso, Texas, the first
ness
to
defective children Into their homes
ive January 1, 1922, by the reven
of the week. Sam was selling
advise the parents and Induce them to tie Act of 1521.
act on the advice of the schtiol doctor.;
foun some grtiin for the F. M. Co.
Patrons of
She watches over families in which'
ice cream parlors and "sim
there are contagious diseases, mich us tains,
places
of business no long
Miss Etna Floershéim who
ilar
dyphtlierla, scarM fever, whoopiiii
eoujfh and influenza, .and teaciies the er are required to pay the tax of has been spending the week with'
families how to Isolate the' patient so 1 cent for each 10 cent or frac Roy relatives
returned to her
as to prevent Infection.
tion thereof on the amount ex school woik in Springer, SunShe takes care of the mother before pended for sodas, sundaes,
"or day.
the baby arrives mid builds for the similar articles of food- or drink"
by showing the mother bow ;o
:

FAMILY REUNION

the

.,

AFTER
BLOODHOUNDS

NEW MEXICO FIRM

.

$1,-00-

-

the.-'.las-

.

:

the-yea-

.

'

woi-.ir-

?'

depart-tiien-

Fulton. Mo.. Jan. 2. The Flo
ersheim Mercantile Company, of
Roy, N. M., having heard of the
fame of the Missouri bloodhount"
which has been aiding material
ly in holding down crime because
of their uncanny ability to trace
robbers, is seeking to get á pair
of these man hunters,
i
The firm's letter of inquiry
for the hounds took quite a circuitous route in Missouri before
it finally reached H. G. Strumpfer, owner of the " kennels at
Moberly, Mo. It was mailed to
the warden at the Missouri, penitentiary in Jefferson City. He
forwarded it to Jewell Mayés
sfifiwtarv of the Missouri boarr
of agriculture, who in turn, sent
it to Mayor Dingle, oi MoDeny.
The latter gave it to Strumpfer.
' Now ' Strumpfer says he will
give the .New;. Mexico firm a pair
of eight months old pups, .'from'
Genevieve and Woodrow Wilson future
if the New Mexico firm will send care f or heY IwhyJ' She ves Instruc- The small boy may rejoice in
that an ice cream cone does
'U; man-t.Moberly to look, oyer tion in sanitary llviiig condltlons, and
not cost an extar penny. The tax
and become versed in handling even at times In questions of diet.
''' .''
':ttUe Is the closest point of Cont.;i
imposed by the Revenue Act of
them.
I v
tlie preat American lied
1921 is on "beverages and the
i
Strumpfer says it takes expert
'
the piitilic,
pails thereof' and is
constitunt
do théii andThere
híindliricr to make-theis a known shortage in ti c
manufacturer.
paid
the
by
usebe
would
best work and it
Tnited States today of several thouThe tax on the transportation
less to send them to New Mexi- sand public health nurses, and there
co under any other conditions. Is a greater shortage of hospital and of freight and passengers is reprivate nurses. Many chapters in the pealed, effective January 1, 1922
Will we get the dogs77
Southwestern Division. iOf the Amerialso the tax paid by the purchascan lied ro.!j jr?flJr'?Jj rv.Mc h"""i. er on amounts paid for men's and
;"uTi'K and coi,lu.t V.r.k of a ;..,!;
women's wearing apparel' (shoes,
or less scope tj'cugh the agency cf
caps, "neckwear, shirts, hose
hats,
"THEY SPEAK FOR THEMSELVES
such á nurse. These chapters are
óf a specific a
upon the membership fes etc) jn excess
.

so-call-ed

Mosquero Abstract & Title Co.

soda-wat-

I

(Incorporated and Bonded.)
;f

ABSTRACTS FURNISHED PROMPTLY ON
LANDS IN HARDING COUNTY.

.

All

Insurance of all kinds.
Special attention given to examining titles.
Conveyances.
'
Mosquero, New Mexico.
.

í

:

.

-

er

the-fac-t

:
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HOME BAKERY

coming in from the annv.al Kcü C. u.Z'
lioll Call to finance their public health
nursing program for th6 coming year.
The T!o!l Call will take place November lit li to
according to
given out at the local lied
Cross headquarters.

Fresh bread every day, pies cakes doughnuts,
cinairton rolls always on hand. Anything in
bakery goods made to order in quantities to
justify. All made under clean sanitary conditions. Give us a trial, and help a home industry. We are compeled to operate on strickly

MALNUTRITION IN AMERICA
AMONG RICH AND POOR ALIKE

.cash basis.
II

I

FOR

G. G. Leach,

Proprietor

Mr, Automobile
And Tractor Owner

t

h

s i u

CHILDREN

m

til

Jl

Roy Trading Co.

'

:

Right now is the proper time to have that car and
tractor looked after. You no doubt have given your
tractor pretty hard usage during the past season and also
in that time put your automobile over several hundred
miles of ground, so that just at this time, when both are
very little in use, isn't it reasonable that they should have
some
done? By the replacement óf a few
needed new parts, or it may be that the bearings need

Only four per cent of the children In
the plains section in the T'uited States
are normal, according to a survey recently ' made by the American Red
Cross and the United States Public
Health Service Jointly. A large percentage of subnormal children are so
because of malnutrition.
Malnutrition
Is answerable for more Ills In the child
life of America than any other one
cause, It has beeu ascertained, and this
condition is found as frequently among
the children of the rich as In the families of the poor.
The Ited Cross, through Its nutrition classes and diet educational work,
Is endeavoring
to correct the widespread condition of under nourishment
and to lay the foundation
for a
healthier next generation by building
up the strength of the children.
In
the ITnlted States ihere are over 1,000
nutrition classes In which more than
22.000chlldren are enrolled, in addition to this there are 163 classes In
Food Selection with, over 1,500 stu- dents, all oí whom either urn In advanced school grades or are adults.
Wltn a work of this magnitude, with
an effort constantly to Increase Its
cope, the Ited Cross hoiiei In the next
few year to teach American children
what to eat, when to eat It, and how
much of It to eat, so that undernourishment will no longer he a menace to
the health of the nation.

.'

,

--

$4.-5-

ic

over-hauli- ng

we can make your machine perform like new.
We carry in stock a complete line of parts for Ford and
Chevrolet cars and we have mechanics who can make repairs properly on any make of car so it would be of interest to every car owner on the Mesa to drive in now and
give the machine that much needed attention. Right now
before the beginning of your busy season.
j

mount.
Taxes imposed under,. Section
194 (which under the Revenue
Act of 1918 included the. taxes
on "wearing apparel) are now
confined to a 5 percent tax on
the following articles ; carpets,
0
on the amount' in excess of
a square yard; rugs, on the
amount in excess of $6.00 a
square yd., trunks on the amount
in excess of $33.00 each; valises
traveling bags, on the amount in
excess oi ?2d.0U each ; purses,
pocketbooks, shopping and hand
bags, on the amount in excess
of $5.00 each. ; portable lighting
fixtures, including lamps of all
kinds, on the amount in excess
of $10.00 each; fans, on the
e xcess of $1.00 each.
These taxes are included in the
manufacturers' excise taxes, and
are payable by the manufacturer,
producer or importer, and hot by
the purchaser, as required by
the Revenue Act of 1918. The
manufacturer may reimburse
himself, by agreement with the
purchaser, by quoting the selling price and tax in separate and
exact amounts, or by stating to
the purchaser in advance of the
sale, what portion of the quoted
price represents the price charged for the article, and what portion represents the tax.
The taxes on sporting goods,
(tennis rackets, fishing rods,
baseball and football uniforms,
etc.) are repealed, also the taxes
on chewing gum, portable elec-erfans, thermostatic containers, articles made of fur, and
toilet articles and musical instruments.
The tax on the sale of jewelry
real or imitation, is
and is
payable by the vendor. The tax
oil the sale on the work's of art
(paintings, statuary, art porce-

SOUTH WESTCRN GIRLS
SERVING A8 REO CROSS
NURSES IN RUSSIA

NOTICE
I have on hand one New Chev-olTouring Car 1921 which has
never turned a wheel. Will sell

et

for $500.00

F, S. Brown Motor Co.
Have you a good farm for
trade for irrigated land in Colfax
County.
'

.

If so write me what you have.
J. B. Procter, Mills, N. M.
'

Well, havé you broken that
New Years resolution you made
last Sunday?. If you have, you
had better make another and
try and stick with it at least a
veek.

-

..

fft

Miss Bertha Hubert of Springer spent the holidays at the

Floersheim home in Roy. Miss
Hubert was the guest of Miss
Etna Floersheim during her visit
here, v
Have foil been in to tiy our
pool tables since Vve have re.

.

paired thém ? R. Kilmurray.

,

If you remember the story of
John Alden and PrisciÜa you
will be prepared for the feature
at the Roy Theatre Saturday,
January 7th., this week, "Her
Beloved Villian."

.

,

, W. W. Gilstrap was a business
visitor in Wagon Mound the 1st.,
of the week. Mr. Gilstrap is a
first class switchboard installer
and moved the Wagon Mound

switchboard while

this week.

at that place

.

A fire of undetermined origin
last Sunday destroyed the barn
and several stacks of hay and
other feed on the C. W. Hooper
farm, 13 miles north of Roy.
Mr. Hyde, who has been living on and caring for the place
was not at home at the time
the fire started and everything
in me manner oi lmpiimentjs, wagon, harness, saddle and others
things stored in the building

were

loss.

The

of the loss will run well
up into the hundreds of dollars.

The American Red Cross Commission to western Russia and the Baltic
States, which Is under the direction of
Lieutenant Colonel Edward W. Ryan,
Internal Revenue on or before
Issues a monthly bulleUn printed In
the
last day of the month followEnglish, and giving news of the work
ing
the month in which the sale
of the commission. The last number
to reach this country Is the September lains, and bronzes,) is reduced was made.
This tax, payaFollowing are forms for makIssue. In it there Is mention of three from 10 to
Southwestern Division workers who ble by the vendor, applies ex- ing returns and regulations
had arrived during August. They are' cept in the original sale by the
motr V.
- taxes. Which .iio-jw to
Miss Nell W. Crouch, of Lawrence,' artist, or to on educational in- had on application
to offirers of
Kan. ; Miss Hazel M. Drake and Miss stitution or public
art musieum. collectors oi Internal Revenue;
Gladys S. Nicholson, of Kansas City.
A sale by a recognized dealer manufactures excise tax Form
They bavs joined the commission as
in
such articles to another such 728 revised, Regulations 47, renurses and bring the total of nurses
vised: . tax On wnvlra
nf a.x
on the commission's staff up to twelve. dealer for resale.
nJ
n4v cum
When payable by the manufac- jewelry, Form 728 A, revised, Re
Miss Nicholson and Mist Crouch have
been assigned to the LIbeao District turer or Vendor; taxes must be guuraons
revised; tax on bevz Yin the hands of the,)Collec1;or of j erages, Form 726,
and Hiss Drake toes to Koto

5,

5.

re-lati- n?

KJVZ

F. S. BrowrfMotor Cóf
AGENT FOR CHEVROLET AUTOMOBILES AND SAM SON TRUCKS.

-

4,

revised. Rem- -'

lations 52, revised.".

1

The

J

Spanish-America-

Roy Hard'Vr Crwnty, New Mexico.

n,

The Roy Sohcol Board he'd
their regular monthly meeting
last Tuesaay evening at the Firss
regular
National Bank. The

AMERICAN
LEGION NEW
YE AllS BALL. V ELL
Thr

Vn-!Vf,-

Rol given by

ir'-

and

monthly bills were ,allowed

the American Legion boys at the

rtuj tuv.tí
i.iüi
ing was" well attended and the
boys realized a nice little sum
for their treasury iivm the proceeds of the evening.
..oy even-

other business transacted. It was
of
decided to make a
a part of the school routes uiso
to change .the particians p the

AMERICg

Baum building. Tlie Dcard alr.o
leased the Leach building which
was recently purchased from W.
F.. Brashean and same Avill'. be
'.tsed as a manual training and
agricultural room also as an i
itcrr.ge iooni. It will be irr...
poisibie to start work on the new
.'.chool building for several v.eekr
s the insurance adjustment has
lot yet:bcen made and severa;
í oy Chapter of " the Ameiican
(di usted' before the Luilding- i:

Quite ? number of young peoSupplied
ple from Mosquero, Solano and (Copy 'for "Thin If
surrounding towns were present,
and helped swell the crowd.
WHISTLE BROUGHT. KIM FAME
"During ;theievening the K: P.
served good old Army Slum and Restaurant Cook, Harry ' Keyrutsn
Jono, Famous as Author of
hard tack to those present and
"Rase of No Man's Land."
which was much enjoyed. The
boys appreciate the liberal pat
From out (lie hustling kitchen of a
ronage .thai; was 'given and as-- popular summer resort roRt.ii tin neir
T
i:tev vil!.
'ic
Minn.,
Sr. Paul,
give another one in the near futhere issued
t

ex-zr.-

.'

.;i

'

it

111

-

.

(!nr-in- g

'

ture.

Sa'.u--

-- '

the viMiüm
season liltliK

The music for he evening was
furnished by the Flcersheim or
diestra and was very highly appreciated by those present.

souks nuil w.
tiod "d:i:'cs
s i) u n

s

il

(1

r

,

e''f reports the arrival

Dr.

s- -

-

0.'

as. the

.'3'vvoci

Jmu-r- y

7-.

7. If22.
W. II. McCarger v as'
visitor to'. V: gen

IT ALWAYS CCMSS IN

El XCHEá

and Nolan

The old boy who coined the
above phrase apropos - hard luck
cdtainly knew whereof he spoke
test the; happen njr or rath
r the misfortunes at the SPAN
I3H AMERICAN during the past
vec:c. Uld man Jinx appeared in

our midst the fore püit'Oííthe

week and has.; cince that time
walked up and doT
fmmo
to a frazzle. First; the big press
got on a l'ampage, broke up some
of the various cogs and wheels
thereafter refusing to function
:ext our m.otivfe' power went on
he 'hummer v. hen tae gr.f,ohro
engine decided to seek a.lower altitude and jumiied from it's
perched oh the platform to the
floor. Then in rapid succession
driving belts snapped, shaft
bearings' bumed out, electric
light bulbs ceased to glow,rtend-in- g
(we sincerely hope so) with
the stove blowing up from an accumulation of coal gases. Said ex
plosion knocking the office devil
for a row of rain barrels. All of
these things have been repaired
including the brow of said devil
and we are up and going again.
Some little labor and a great dea!
of expense was expended in putting us in working order again
so pay us you past subscription
kind readers, and we'll think up
'iomething nice to say in the
meantime when Mr.' Jinx again
puts in his- unwelcome appearance.
:

'and Sirs. Ocie Can
neighborhood
of
Liberty
the
l!ut' .Ami-iiy'-l
Jíonday.
"ast
ANNUAL COUNTY "REPORT
The
little Miss
scrvaJp t tun1
"ion
Ceitain boards of county com- ,
' t leu men of, the wéighsd 8 Vi lbs. and of course is
'
'
de- - one of the best ever and has ful'
missioners axe requiring an anWorld
ws'.r
report
officer.
from
teach
nual
elded to inycs.l-- ' charge of the Cannon home,
gate. They found Grandpa and Grandma Cannon
If these reports are in proper
In; musician to lie one Hurry Key l- are proud, too of
form, they will be of consideratheir new grand
Ockiie
All concerned aré do
ble interest and value.' .. It is istón Jones, n
daughter.
restaurant cook.
'
questionable whether the publi- also the began
ing fine.
his muslenl career as
Jones
"proceedvoluminous
cation 01
chef of a Winnipeg grenadier reg inent
Manager Carr reports that
ings" of the meetings, of county during the wnr. Later he tended the
boards are of any value. But a private skillet of (en. Sir Julian lijug work on the Abbott school build-ir.is progressing nicely and
clear statement of revenues said at Viiny ltldge, and more important
expenditures for a year may ena-bt- .j than that, he wrote "Hose of No Sinn's that the building is at ier.t one
average citizen to know Land," the war song that had a long '.'.alt completed.
A penny whistle
as to the people's money "when- run of popularity.
which he bought and played for the
ce it came whither it goeth."
prime purpose of nmflsing his kitchen
Section 1211 of the Codifica-tio- n prlire caused "his rise to music fame.
The corsage bouquet of the fashion'
of 1915 rquires that "The )u declared.
ably dressed .voting woman once' may
boards of county commissioners
In France he was transferred to the have been a flourishing tuft, of
ATHLETICS "H!S STRONG WORK
of the respective counties at officers' moss. There Lieutenant Colon n corner lot. Disabled servicy
in each year, shall cause to be onel Mcltap, Mho later wrote "In Flan- men In Kansas City hospitals liayc Harry Maloney, American Legion Post
Commander, Leads Team to Vicprepared a statement of the re- ders Fields." heard the pennv wills? built up n.go.'Kl busbies of innkinr
tory in Big Games.
ceipts and expenditures of such tling, and the two became friend. artificial flowers out of weeds and Hi.
they together American Legion of the city ! havcounty .during the year immedi- Some time afterward
wonis and music of ing them sell tl'C colored posies t
turned out
The old "setting up" exercises of the
ately preceeding, setting forth the No' Mini'stheLand song.
florists and gift shops. War mother
army.' invented primarily, they alleged.
the amount of money received
ii
the city have taught the mer. t
Jones, wounded ill Cambra!, was Infor the donbt'ul
from taxes,' from license and all valided back io Canada. After hi? dye the weeds in natural colors..
a m i s e m e n t of
.
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KIDD-LIVINGSTO- N

kcuaJ
Oscar Kidd and Rhoda Livingston stole quietly away last
Friday morn and drove to Clay-ton and after securing the nec
essary papers were made man
and wife. Immediately after the
ceremony they came back to Rov
mid lator went to Solano where
they spent a few days visiting

,

Carryin? On .With' ll:c
American Legion

8

Arter Herbert Deianey.
man of (aUnlonin. Slich.. had shot and
icatÍV0S.
killed a deputy' sheriff who was try.
Ml' K,ldd til; gTOOIfl 13 the
Ing to arrest him. American
Mr' 311(1 MrS' A
,l,e
in
of
city formed a pos.e and
A. hidd, prominent residents" of
cai.tured the man. .

l.on

.

..

a

survey of innd settlement proj- ects throughout the state has been''
begun by the American Legion of
asn ngion. i. n.icr ti.e h.w. ox.sorv
"

.

.

V??

Sn

the mesa' and came here from
from
Texas several, years
ago and the bride is the young- ect daughter of Mr. A. F. LÍV- ingston of south of town and has
,

'

,

..

The
VVfY couple have rented
The retirement Or
side ar.d
ve&
Strong ranch just
wounded cmergei icy odicers of i the tr'2.
World war with pny on the sume south of the corporate limits of
status as oiiicers or tne regular army town and at which place they are
are retired, is being urged on con- - already at home to their many
grcss by. the Amer'e;;n Legion.
j icTtdii.
1

-,

The Spanish American joins
with their many friends in wish- We understand that the ladies ing them all the joys that go to
auxiliary of. the. American
a happy and successful
gior. are planning for a big dance life.
'

.Le-jna- ke

in

the near future.

.

Quite a number of young folks
If you want to trade your N. from Mosquero attended the A-Faim for a farm in Mo. or merican Legion Dance in Roy
Ark., write or see me.
last Saturday evening.
J. B. Fr
ten, Mills,' N. M.
A big badger fight has been
There Í3 pleasure awaiting you stayed to take place Saturday
at the Hoy Pool Hall.
Eetter evening and
an interesting
come in. K. Eilmurray.
fihght is expected.
.1

.

.

ins-wee- d

other laurees;. setting forth the

discharge, from the hospital

lie-

-

begun

Sleepy bucks

IF

but

expended and particular objects a sightseeing tour of the states, dewhich happily
Heme From Ssa and Wes.
for each case every sum of mon- pending upon Ills cooking ability for Home again from the ea, Cli.ndjus spread by War de
He noW- hns a a. reuuiii, aiiiw :n ,
vis., iikiioiiiii j. partment order to
expended; and such ready employment.
ey has
gong with a New York publisher which
lim!Mt it I n. Include the majors
.n.itm ii.Tmi jtf thu
gtatement signed by the chairhe hopes to put forth soon. (
V'lon,
.and colonels, did
lins married Miss Gercounty
be
shall
clerk
man and
nothing to wreck
trude Kllzabetli WoHucger of his home
'

LiMshed."

:

The publication of receipts
and payments,' however, is not
sufficient to show the actual
conditions' of the county.
elionlcUlsg.
b? shown th
T.vre
and
other rev
taxes
of
amoutit
enues not collected and a list 01
outstanding bills not paid by the
coiuty,.Mvlhe la&t - day of,
year. In other wci'ds it r.:ust be
possiole to determine in the 1st
place whether the county has
kept it's obligations incurred
.

Co-operati-

Pv

ou.mg the year within the revenues applicable to that year.
The statement should be such
that it can be determined from
the report whether the county
has been managed in an efficient ar.d economical manner.

"

SUGARLOAP MOUNTAIN
An epidemic of grip has been
raging m tins locality ior sev-

eral clays.

Mrs. R. B. Johnson is improving in health.
Mrs. Philip came back to
her school Tuesday, after an absence of two weeks. Miss Anna
McBride took charge of the school during Mrs. Philip's
Ab-seen-

Mrs. Earl Kephart returned
from the Springer hospital last
Sunday.
McBrida and Alta are
visiting Mrs, B's mother near
Texlino, and Mr. McBride and
Alec joined them Monday.
The McBride boys hauled lumber from Springer last week for
,,11-s-

.

ct focirn.

Ray Dukeminear

,

eame home

f roii Raton for a short holiday
Miaa Maw Dukeminear
and Isola Jordan spent the holidays at home.
Mr. Carpenter has missed two
teachers meetings, on account of
Win.
TheLSú'gárlóaf
'.

con8.KUM

01

fatevor ranch,
LZW wrests
Mrs. D.

presided over by Mr. and

are the par
ents of 12 children, ten 01 wnom
;
are living, and on Sunday, the 1
st., their neighbors assembled at
i--

;

On-"lite- r

wiio

their home, unannounced, with
baskets filled with the richest
delicacies the land affords and
proceeded at once to help this
couple celebrate their forty-fift- h
oig anniversary. When the
ktc oro enread evervone for-got that we are living m the
most depressing period, financially, in American history, and
the merrymaking was on. .To appreciate such a dinner one should
be a guest at the table, for it
This fact
was indescribable.
the
johty'of
coupled with the
day will make the occasion one
long' to be remeftibérecí by the
.
65 persons present.

A direct descendant of "D i)"t
Give Up Hie Ship" Lawrence of early
Pciidiil
Ameritan naval fan
Dr. Arthur Pavit Dean, Veteran of the
record In tlie Tiilled
World War and Educator of
Sin! os navy when lie climbed from a
!.
Wide Experience.
regular enlistment on 5i:iy 8, 017, to
the commission of onsíg;; on íúy '
refently
iCVis
Penn.
rr. Arthur
1!)18.
He was a Iku'onnnt (J. p.)
.(.hosen by the governient as ischool nt the close of the war. The
(superintendent 01,
is a graduate of the University
si!
of Michigan and ; Mrs. I'endiir gradn-ntcdiisiibíüd, is himThey will live io
from Vassar.
self a veteran of
(he classic atmosphere of Boston,
the World war or
fISS.
well n nn educator of wide cs- -

HEADS WAR DISABLED SCHOOL city,

.

bridegroom

d

ill''-

FOR RENT

in

:

t

cheap. Downctar

Enquire of A. F. Chavez

room.

if

east of J. E. Brown's hdme.

constitution

or disposition of
Harry W..; Maloney, once t'jo
World war as.sis,- -

ant director 'of a'hict'cs at T...
Stanford University, l'r.to Aüa, Cal.
A 'Veteran of the Boer
-'.
d--

whk'li lie served with the Engl.Si.,
!
MuitncV
fririi. V
days of ü k.
U:, L o5 Úi.
training óf varsíTy athletes at Stan
of ntliletHr
ford,' he Vccr.me d're-to-

nikr.

r.tf'amp

,
FrcU'-iJit-

taftr

C'l.

lie won',.

of tfcc'ctliloi'v
entertainment of the Klgiilh Tnfnntry.
games
illld wlirn the big intcr-allicwere held In the l'ersbing stadium
1'arls, in the spring of .1010, he was In
charge of the American team which
swept, everything before It. Malpney
Is commander of Trcmont iiost, th
American Legion.

fi;ri,

TEJ KITS

UJ

of World's

Holder

VV.
'

Fr?m

TEN SHOTS

Record

S. Wilson
J

-

the race had fin
ished and they saw Mastros as he was
cllnibiris; ' out of the big tank. He
had lost his left arm, serving with the
American forces In France, and ha
all but won the event by tlie sole
power of his good right and his abun-

purchased the interests
Forrest Judy and also have tak:

of

Those
debted to the firm of Judy and
Gibson will please call and settle

en over all accounts.

in-

at once.

;

'

.

Sprint

'

throng " of spectator whi
Tli
wntclied the ftnlsb oí ;an 'exciting sprint
"

4

-

I

'during a
meet in
ison Square

gwlm-'mln-

g

Mad-

Gar-

I have a bill now, past due,
This being the first of the year
I must clean up. Those indebt
ed to me please make settlement.
F. S, Brown Motor to.
-

Our Cigars cannot.be surpass
ed. The best for the same price.
See our display at the Roy Pool

New York, Hall.
recently, vigorously applauded the
efforts of Ernest
Mastros, a little
chap, who brought
den,

up in

--

'

'

Tr

K

Í

l

:

.

What is the use of keeping a lot of scrub stock on hand,
will not cost you'any more, and
when a good gradG of short-her- n
their production will be much greater.
I have 2 Scott3 Registered Bulls that are servicable, and
One Milk Strain Registered Bull which I will sell you at your
,

own

terms.

h

8

MESA SHORT - HORN FARM
Mosquero,

M. L. Woods, Prop.

New Mexico.

The Roy Tin Shop

g

place.
Their en-- t
h u s I a s m was
heightened when

dance' of gameness.
However, the winner of the race,
William Mclntyre, also was wounded
In France, the surprised crowd learned
later, as was Harold K. Taylor, who
finished a close third In the same
match. The trio of wounded War veterans are members of the Metropolitan Life post of the American Legion,
formed of men and women employee
of the Ufa .insurance compuíiy who
erved during the World war.

-

Navy.

Equally True.
Increasing
divorce
rapidly
rate," remarked the wit, "indicates
that America Is Indeed becoming the
land of the free." "Yes," replied his
prosaic friend, "but the continued marriage rate suggests that it Is still the
home of the brave." American Legion
Weekly.

Having dissolved partner shii
firm of Judy and Gibson,

in the
I have

?

in

second

I

t

Retires

f nlted..,.......States

NOTICE

Md Tnird

rivy'
íí

With slxicen yfr.rfl .,f service In ihc
raw nnd the world':,
gun
in
record
to his
pointing
credit, William S.
J WllKon, Wcs Cehl,
Htnss., has ref.ied
frohV a )ife of
ills and travel
I,
to tin t of a front-pcrccitiz'.n.
"Now I'll have
a chance to gv.:
acquainted with
4t i my family," Wil...
son wrote the
American Legion headquarters when
his final honorable discharge was In
his hands. He is the father ot four
children, Including twins.
The sailor made two trips around
the world before the World war. During it be was on the first United
States' sub chaser to cross the Atlantic. He spent the winter of 1&17-1In the waters off the Azores, and later
was detailed as adjutant to organize
a naval unit at Columbia university,
New York. He established his
by getting
record in
ten bits In ten shots in seventeen secOn discharge
onds at battle range.
he was chief torpedo man In the fleel
naval reserve.

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCEn."

Ernest Mattro, Second in Swimmlnf
Race; Wounded Buddies Winner

..

to France as supervisor

Eracst LeaJ.!icnr,n.

VET ALMOST WON

-

'

-

,

1 hnve Grama Hay, Biue sten.
and Cane Hay, will sell it balcc.
bundled or loose, se or write:

P. T. Gibson.

.,.-:-

;
'

r

GOT

h

ONE-ARME- D

IRA. BERNSTORF

í

HAY FOIi SALE

hos-p'fa- lj

ve

d

A nicely ftirnibhe,.

worn, will

tlor.nl training.
Dui iisg tTie ar.
Dr. Tenn, n mnjor
In
the siinitary
corps,' v'i)t'l;cd on
Hit1 ptljMiml and mental reiinbilitau ....
f tlit? si'Ac ttnd voundtjl as they were
h'tühwd to the rnlfeii States In
all the large government
of the country.
W'l'1' !''1:e
yciirs' expcrlcT.celjí YÍTationa". cducn-- .
tlon work In 'New Yorf; stntcLc fi;,"
ns hend of the djytefón of yocntloiüil
bcliools in the, fútate dipnrtüunt or
Tvom i908 to l'JjJ, when li?
r:mo professor of voci.ticñal cdticatior.
in Teachers' college, Columbia university. He directed the Now Turk state
prison survey in 1919 and Investlsntnl
the possibilities of Industrial and agricultural edúentíon in I'orto It ico for
tbe insular government
í.r. TOan wás tmn t .t. IS, 18T2,
t Vambridgej SlassTnd wns educated
ivt the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. He Is a member of Columbia
university post of the American Legion.

the

yju have grain for sale, see

me at Mesa
Elevator. Cash paid on deivery.

it-y-

A

Farmer

M r.

'

'

'

"The1

--

UuuJ

FOR SALE BY

Roy Trading Co.

Ice Water Proved an Aid.
By distributing Ice water free to all
comers at the county fair in El Reno,
Kan., the local post of the American
large crowd and
Legion attracted
was enabled to assist service men in
getting Victory Medals and in untangling their government compensa
'
tion claims.
.

The place where yon get all your tin work
done.
.
We handle well casing, piping, pipe fittings,
pumps, tinware, hardware, eave troughs and in
,

fact everything that can be found in an

up-to-d-

"
"Service" is our motto, and we fulfill our
tin shop.

--

motto.

.

Call and be convinced.

We appreciate your

during the past year and ask for
portion during the coming year.
"business

P. T. Gibson,

a

Prop.4

The

Spanish-America-

..núr.ryy, 1522.

Roy Harding Comity, Key'Msxico, Satu jay,

THE WORLD

WHEN

GOES

MILLS AND

VICINITY

DRY

This is the time of year to

It seems that the wells of the make resolutions. We have not
world produced about 7000,000,- - made any ourselves but we would
000 barrels of crude oil during suggest that Mr. Brown would
1920.
of this oil resolve to no more pick a Quar
was secured in the United States rel with the Mills correspondent.
Messrs Sam Dunn, Ray Busey,
Most successful business men owe their success to the one fourt hof it was drilled in
and Karl Guthmann of Roy were
Savings Account Habit.
Mexico. The other
furnished by the rest of the in Mills Saturday evening. Mr.
Guthmann is the worthy devil in
world.
CULTIVATE IT EARLY IN LIFE
Three states of this nation, ac the S. A. office and made some
cording
to the Tractor and Gas complementary remarks about
Deposit a dollar or two each week and see how rapidly it
Engine
Review,
furnished al city. Come again; brother and
will grow.
of the Amer stay longer.
most three-fourt; Oklahoma, Texas and
oil
Mrs. Wm. Maxwell is quite
ican
We will open an account with you for as low as $1.00
California each came through sick at her home in the Mesteni- We PAY 5 PER CENT INTEREST ON TIME DEPOSITS
with over 100,000,000 barrels, or to valley with symptoms of pneu
of the world s moni a.
with
supply.
Elvin Nickens and W. O. Swain
NOW IS THE TIME TO SAVE
Such, then, are the figure oí were up from Roy Sunday and
production. How long will the took away Wm, Schoenerstedt's
annual supply remain undimin- moving picture apparatus, Mr.
ished?
Shoencrstedt being unable to
Russia, a close competitor of make the thing a financial sucCapital and
the United States has fallen far cess.
Surplus
behind in the race for oil. Can
Cochrane who is
Thelma
Miss
$36,000.00
ada hit peak production some teaching in the De Haven- disyears ago. Mexico is increasing
trict spent Christmas vacation
its oil production constantly, so visiting friends in Colorado
that world figures are not
Springs and Las Vegas.
Mr. and Mrs. R. H, Smith
No one can forecast the fu
to Dawson Sunday where
went
ter have eomwneed the erect- ture of oil flow much better than
an opershop on the he can foretell the future flow the former underwent He is re
ion of a
appendicitis.
for
ation
west side. The shop will be com of water in artisian wellB. The
experts seem agreed that scarci ported to be getting along nicepleted in ten days.
ly.
Pablo Branch and son Carlos ty of oil will not be one of the
Mrs. W. 0 Swain, Misses' Jesworries of the generation.
FROM THE S. A. OF APRIL 11, went to Mora last Sunday.
Fender and Mae Nickens of
sie
We
are
thing
sure.
One
is
1908.
Mrs. S. R. Crouse arrived from
oil fields on Roy. came up Saturday for a few
biggest
close
to
the
Miss Nellie Phelps and D. C. Cherryvale, Kansas last week
days visit at he T. E. Siler home
Scroggins were married by W. Her husband has already arrived earth. We produce
within
our
supply
Litter returned Sunday but
The
world's
of
the
11. Wilcox last Thrusday.
and filed north of town.
national boundaries. If the time the others stayed until Tuesday.
Fred Tyler was seriously inMart Tróbaugh was admitted ever comes when the world sup-dI- v
A nice little nine lb. girl came
jured by a horse last week. The to the W. O. W. Lodge last Wedthreatens to dwindle we to the home of Mr. and Mrs. A.
horse ran into Desmukes' fence nesday night.
ought to be able to reverse pres- D. Huvford on December 27, 1921
and turned a complete somerP. J. Pickering has just com- ent alcoholic arrangements and Ali parties concerned are getting
sault..
pleted the plastering of the new be the last nation to go dry.
along nicely except "father" who
The Republican Candidates for F. A. Roy home which is the
tsavs lie is tired, oí doing nis own
school director were elected last finest home in Roy.
Some day, boys and girls, your cooking and tired of eating it,
Monday at Roy. Mr. F. A. Roy
The Tucumcari land office will mother anrid father will leave you too. We are a little late in
received 22 votes and W. H. open July first with Roy al A. behind and go to a better home.
this event but nevertheBaum, Democijat, 13 voes F. S. Prentice Register and Nazario
That parting is always heart less it is just as important.
Crown, Republican, received 27 Gallegos Receiver.
breaking and sad for you, but J. T. Borntrager ot near Chico
and Bud 'Jmdall Democrat, 8. Today Thursday Mr. Perry will the sharp edge will be taken off
is marketing his oats in Mills
The total vote cast was 36.
get out the first issue of the after a while if you have no re- this week. They are of a good
Ken.i. F. Brown. Republican of Solano Herald.
grets about respect and love yo quality and the Wilson Co. are
the station at Mosquero was in
have given? Hisem. Only when
shipping out a car load of same.
Roy Tuesday.
are fathers; and mothers yourA. M. Richey. W. O. Hall and
Cappers' Weekly,
Cappers' selves can you realize the deep .Mm Owen of Gladstone were
Roy .Heeds a drug store, barber tíhop, meat market, black-smi- Farmer atid Household. All 3 for happiness your little kindly acts busmfss visitors ia Mills Tuesshop, hotel and several $1.00 a year. In clubs with your give them, or how great is their day. Mr. Richey halted' out lumf acorite magazine at special rates sorrow when) you forget and ne- ber to build a shed and wind
;good stores.
Lowest club rates on all leading glect them. Don't grow so ac- Will for R. R. KirBy.
The foKow-innames
are the
customed to them that you treat
of. the school board that will re- magazines.
D. R. Griffis of near Gladstone
M.
Roy,
S.
N.
R.
Wood,
like piases of furniture,
theni
tire May first; A. S. Bushkevitz,
was
in Mills Tuesday and took
made merely far your comfort out ooring lumber for a tenant
Herman Goodman and Lucas
f
and use. Love and cherish them,
Vigfl.
Will do nursing anywhere on for some day their going to leave house.
The Roy Commercial Club the mesa. Maternity cases prevoid-inyour heart, and T. ,i'.J Cress of Denver Colorado
meets on the first and third ferred. I am a practiced nurse a terrible
fee more easily rrived in Mills' Monday where he
will
wound
the
Tuesday. F. A. Roy is president with several years expmence.
healed if you can look back and twill spend a few days attending
.and Austin 'Harmon Vice Pres.
Call or write Lufa Dunn, Roy, remember different times when to business matters.
and J. Floersheim Sec.
New Mexico.
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Munsey aryou have given; t&em joy and
The Primrose Progressive Cirthe1 average home, rived Saturday from Limon Colo,
In
pleasure.
cle met Monday afternoon at the
what the children do to spor; d a months vacation. "Mr
F. S. Brown home. Mrs. Will-co- x FOR SALE Can and macaroni no matterparentsvit
does'nt even ,Munsey has a position on the
their
for
is. president and Mrs. F. B. spring wheat.,
en
the debt of viiir ad as breakman out of that
pay
the
interest
Strong vice pres. Mrs. F. A. Roy J. A. Wright on the G. O. Cable
tney piace.
love
wnicn
ond
sacriiice
is sec.
Farm I miles south of Roy.
them.
owe
P. L. Poter and D. D. Hollo-pete- r
The Roy Realty and Loan Co.,
made a trip to Mosquero
pelted
lias
a branch office at ROR SALE High grade player
WANTED
Tues lay to meet the county comTiusteno with A. A. Berentz as piano 1 00 records. This one of
Washings and'irsmings, charg- missioners.
manager ai;d cne at Solano with the best pianos in the country.
reasonable. Pfeone B. 151
Til o Hurtado sold a nice team
Dick Carson as :mmiager.
es
Also various other pieces of furR. A. Tendelton and W. L. Sut initure.
of young horses recently to Miss
See Gray at Depot.
Virg nia McCliire. Consideration

J. I. CASE THRESHING MACHINE

The Only Road To Success

Two-thir-

COMPANY'S THRESHERS,
TRACTORS and POWER .,
EQUIPMENT.

ds

one-twelf- th

Western Electric Power Light Planta
De Laval Separators

asá Sfükers.

hs

one-seven-

Strictly cash.

First .Class Battery Work

th

BANK OF ROY

,

'

Everything we sell, Goaranteei.

J. E. BUSEY COMPANY

-

14 Years Ago

two-thir-

E. F. HENRY
CONTRACTOR,
Cement, Stucco and Plasterer
ROY, NEW MEXICO

ds

ju

ATTENTION

ts

I

-
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Having taken over the Garage which was formerly known as the Beck Motor Co., we are
ready to serve you in our best capacity.
We have received a shipment of new Ford

parts, also tires and other accessories. Bring
us your repair work and let us guarantee it.
Our work must be right and our customers
must be satisfied in every particular.

Gasoline, Oils and

t

Greases
r'

The Roy Garage
Baker

&

Scheier, Proprietors.

$185 00.

The Wilson Co., "bunk house"
has been remodeled and repaired
and Ira Thetford has charge of
same.
'

The foundation for the church
progressing nicely under the
efficient management of C. J.
Postlewait who is a professional
is

FAIRVIEW PHARMACY
The Roy Drug Store
BOOKS STATIONERY WRITING
MATERIALS
Also a complete line of he latest

Magazines and Periodicals
Daily Papers- - Hand us your subscription for any magazine or paper you
Vish to take by the year.

FAIRVIEW PHARMACY
M.

1).

GIBBS, Prop.

concrete man.
J. B. Lusk and family of Roy,
and Mrs. Effie Gilstrap and two
children of Maxwell were guests
at tha A. E. Lusk home last Sun
day.
,
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Munsey
spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
ha "lhetford.
Albert Day has gone over west
of the mountains to look for
homestead land.
When our editor tells us that
he appreciates our NICE items
and that the other readers enjoy them too, it somehow seems
to us that the whole world is

blighter, the birds sing sweeter
m the tree tops and there is music even in the wind blowing, but

when some one else comes along
and tells us that our beloved
name and one other is all the
names they ever see mentioned
in our items, then we forget that
the birds ever did sing but such
is the life of á poor hard working
'
'coi respondent.
The farmers' Eleaator, known
Co.,
as the Mesa
was reopened for business Tuesday, wim Mr. Ira Bernadorff as
manager. Mr. Bernadorff has
leased the elevator and will buy
all kinds of grain and seeds and
ic ready to buy your grains of all
kinds. ,.
-

.

ervice
Is the

By-wor-

d

When your automobile starts balking, then
is the time to bring it to us,

-

We can fix it
Your tractor should be overhauled for the
next seasons run, bring it to us,

We can fix it
In fact anything in the line of engine work

that

you' would like to have worked over,

We can fix it

The Service Garage

'

THE

ID)lBjKJ(V!E)y
C

Southwest

i:

SPECIAL RUSH SERVICE secured If
rou mention this puper when writing
firms below.
(LKAMiVG AND DYEING

Grand Dry Cleaning
Prompt
attention to

GOOD LOOKS FOLLOW
GOOD HEALTH
If You're a Young Woman

News

and Atizona

mall

(Wwtern Newspaper Union

We develnn filmo Iftn n mil.
Eastman Kodaks, Cameras, Film and'
Photographic Supplies.
Mall orders solicited. Cátalos free.
FORD'S, 1030 18th St.. Denver, Colo,
COFFEE AND SPICES.
Pre-WPrice oa Coffee

Km

Berries,

)

'

ar

port-P-

For Infants and Children.
ALLY CONCEDED.

?
3

and

STEARNS'

8,-0-

ROHM-ALLE-

,

ul

lf

s.

post-offic-

a

t,

Want Receiver for Texas Road.
Fort Worth, Texas. J. W. Meaney,
through his attorneys, made application to Federal Judge Wilson for the
appointment of receivers for the Wichita Falls, Ranger & Fort Worth railway, a part of the Jake L. Hamon estate. Meaney Is a creditor of the road,
having been connected with the construction of the line. His claim being
in excess of $100,000, he is seeking a
foreclosure of a contractor's lien on
the railroad.
Potash Company Files Suit.
Lincoln, Neb. Suit for $1,000,000
was filed In the Federal Court here by
William E. Sharp against the Process
Engineering Company of Philadelphia.
Plaintiff alleges that the company is to
blame for a $060,000 loss in potash
profits during 1918, and other losses
totaling the amount sued for. He
claims that faulty construction of the
reducing plant of the Western Potash
Works in Sheridan tjpunty, Neb., of
which he was managing trustee, cost
e
profits.
the company Its
war-tim-

nary troubles and neutralizes the
tcid which causes rheumatism.
You may receive a sample bottle of
The Boy Scout band of Tucumcarl,
by Parcels Post. Address
N. M., which has made itself famous Swamp-Roo- t
Dr. Kilmer & Co., Binghamton, N. Y.,
all over New Mexico and the panhan- and enclose ten cents; also mention this
dle of Texas, under the leadership of paper. Large and medium size bottles
Mr. Belden, has been reorganized and for sale at all drug stores.Advertisement
In the future will be known as the TuA Willing Husband.
cumcarl Boosters band.' The new band
An Atlanta man tells of a darky
pieces and is able
will have twenty-fiv- e
his house one afternoon
to handle some of the most difficult who called at
work.
seeking
music. It will be equipped with new
"All right," the darky was told,
uniforms next year and will have a
a ton of coal on the walk that
"there's
summer.
schedule for the. entire
must be brought up."
Reduction in the 1922 assessments
"But," the darky protested, "dat'fc
on certain classes of cattle were no work fo' a ladyl
My wife does
agreed upon by the State Tax Com- washin',"
mission and county assessor at the final session of their two days' conferBut the omnibus driver draws the
ence at Phoenix. Practically all other line at stage money.
classes of property will be assessed at
the same rate as a year ago.
City Engineer Kimball has started
work on the plans for a new system of
t
sanitary and storm sewers for the city
m
of Albuquerque, and as there is no
t
money at the present time to build
these it Is possible that the money will
ha ralacwl hv a hnnd Isaiia.
tytM V frm tytCsn Bo MuriM Co.Oiteetfe.lU1
cipal

test

'

III Morning
Niéht

a

K eepVbur
Clean Clear

Ees
neaitny

Mothers Know That

x
,

Genuine Castoria
WILL

ACCEPT

TREATY

THAT TERMS

DOUBT

NO

rrírK-aPEJrl-

Ct

Always
l Bears the

I tlngtlvcStowfísud

WILL

MEET WITH GENERAL
OF IRELAND.

TO KILL RATS

slx-mll-

ffTrlmWlSTluidltogliF.

CONTENTION THAT DAIL CANNOT
RATIFY TREATY IS GENER-

Troop A of the National Guard cavalry of Estancia, N. M., has received
Its horses and drills will now be held
weekly.
Most of the equipment for
the boys has been received. ,
Residents of Taos, N. M., are offerSemi $1.00 lor
umplt,
ing a reward of $600 for the arrest and
THE SPHAY COFFEI t SPICE
CO., Slit tul Mirket 8U., Dtonr, Colo.
conviction of the parties who attempted to burn the building of the La ReBALDHKAUS-Pr- of.
Charles will fit you vista de Taos on the morning of Sept
with the most natural Toupee. Charlea 22.
Hair & geauty Shop, 410 16th St., Denver
Dick Walton, engineer for the A. T.
& S. F. at Clovls, N. M, Is In the hosTfÓrtATfQ A" K0DAI( FINItHINS. TIN pital suffering from the loss of a hand.
Dnwe PkoU MttHllll Cip.
EASTMAN
KODAK COMPANY. Mr: Walton fell from a moving engine
626 Sixteenth Street, Denver, Colorado.
and one of the wheels passed over his
ARMY GOODS.
wrist.
Anderson Uros. Army and Navy Store
e
The work of paving the
MICE
&!7uunf 10 irnjr loodt and camp equip dhdu
tm ctUlof (mm Burnt itort.
stretch of road west of the Barelas
Always use the genuine
163? Arapahoe St., Dnw.
413 N. Union An., Pueblo.
will
bridge
Albuquerque
started
at
be
161T Capitol Aw., Cbennoo, ffjo.
about the middle of March, according
ELECTRIC
FLOWERS.
to an announcement. The cost is to be RAT & ROACH
PASTE
FLOWERS FOR ALL OCCASIONS. $11,253.04.
It torces these pests to run from the building for
Park Floral Co.. T643 Broadway.
at
r.
water
and
fresh
n
Company of ClayThe
DIAMONDS AND WATCHES.
Ready for Use Batter Than Traps
ton, N. M., recently purchased over
Directions In 16 languages in every box.
N
JEWELRY CO.
D6e and 11.60. "MoneT back if it fails."
Mfg;. and Repairing. All orders promptly
bushels of wheat from the farm0. 8. Government bays It.
attended to. Est. 1879. 16th & Champa ers of Union county at the price of 95
cents per bushel. The wheat was
Help Wanted.
NKW YORK PLEATING CO. shipped to the eastern markets.
THE
They
occupy
a small apartment and
Cor bwt pleating, hemstitching,
coiered buttons ind but'
toa bola. Writs for tm cstslog. 1523 Stout, Dim.
Men who failed to fight In the World keep a colored maid. The other mornWar If their services were sought by ing, when the missus was leaving the
WEDDINGTami
the United States cannot now fight in house for downfown, a colored woman
Favors, Best Chocolates and Bon Bons, Arizona, according to
rules and regu- of robust proportions appeared at the
packed to ship anywhere.
Write for
prices and circular of suggestions.
lations issued by the recently created door and asked to see the maid. She
HAl'll'S, Mfin. of Rent Cnndles, Denver. boxing commission of Phoenix.
was ushered in. That afternoon when
Three basketball teams havé been the missus returned she was a bit
INFOMATIOIU
organized at Demlng, N. M., and the curious to know who the large party
Commercial inquiries answered and season promises to be a lively one. was.
"Oh, that's my cleaning woman."
information gladly furnished without Troop 0 cavalry has one of the fastcost. Address any firm above.
est teams ever organized in the city the maid replied. Indianapolis Star,
and has made up a good schedule for
Life of Tragedies Ended.
MOTHER! CLEAN
the season.
Peoria, 111. Tragedies in the life of
out
keep
of
You
a
miner
the
can't
Henry Clay, 64, a lawyer of Pekln, 111.,
CHILD'S BOWELS WITH
ended when he and an old friend, Mrs. hills. If you close up a mine, he'll hunt
prospect
working
it.
up
and
a
start
Elizabeth Bruner, 70, died of gas poiCALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP
soning in a local hospital. They were This Is true around Globe, Ariz., during
found unconscious in an apartment aft- the lull in copper mining. A number
er having dined together Christmas of old silver prospects have been atEven a sick child loves the "fruity"
night. In 1905 Clay's son Harry acci- tacked by Industrious miners In the
dentally shot and killed a chum and Rambo and Richmond basin section taste of "California Fig Syrup." If the
the family moved to California. Clay and worked with profit, according to little tongue is coated, or If your child
Is listless, cross, feverish, full of cold,
and his wife separated and he returned reports.
Graham county, Arizona, will vote or has colic, give a teaspoonful to
to Pekln.
About two years ago the
son dropped dead In San Francisco. early In February on a bond issue to cleanse the liver and bowels. In a few
Clay's automobile killed Alice Sperry provide funds for a road building pro- hours you can see for yourself how
on her ninth birthday as she rode a gram, according to James Parker, an thoroughly it works all the constipanew bicycle. Later his machine caught engineer employed by the' State High- tion poison, sour bile and waste out of
fire and burned. A year ago Clay's way Department. Parker said that the the bowels, and you have a well, playbrother,. Sheriff Robert Clay of Taze- paving program Included a highway ful child again.
well county, was shot and killed in a from Solomonsville west through Gila
Millions of mothers keep "California
fight with supposed law breakers on a Valley for a distance of at least twenty-f- Fig Syrup" handy. They know a
our
miles.
country road.
today saves a sick child toCities of Arizona of more than 3,000 morrow. Ask your druggist for genuTo Build 1,000-Mil- e
Highway. . i population are entitled under the state ine "California Fig Syrup" which has
'
of all taxes collected directions for babies and children of
Nogales, Ariz. Work on the new
law to one-hahighway down the west coast in them from fire insurance compan- all ages printed on bottle. Mother!
of Mexico from Nogales, Son.', will be ies, according to an opinion Issued by You must say "California" or you may
started in March, according to an an- the office of the state attorney gen- get an imitation fig syrup. Advertisenouncement made by Gen. Angel Flo-re- eral. The opinion was requested by G. ment.
of
General Flores, who Is military H. Wheelerek, secretary-treasure- r
What Ha Wished.
commander of the west coast of Mex- the Safford fire department, a volunThey were buying the son and heir a
teer organization.
,
ico, and who has charge of all governFather had exment projects on the west coast,
Fire, believed to have been started new pair of shoes.
passed through here on his way to by robbers, who blew open the safe In pressed the usual wish that he could
Mexican on what he said was a "spethe Santa Fé railroad station at Ute buy a paid of number 10s as cheaply
cial mission for President Obregon."
Park, N. M., destroyed the depot, wa- as number 3s, and mother had exter tank and a carload of freight on pressed the usual hope that the new
When Can Girls Smoke?
the side track. It is believed the rob- shoes would last a long while.
"And I wish," said the youngster,
New York. When Is a girl old bers got a large amount of cash beenough to smoke? This question has longing to the railroad .company,
"that you would buy me a football so
e
cropped up at Columbia University
and express company. Proper- that I could have some use for my new
shoes !" Milwaukee Journal.
and is puzzling hundreds of s
who ty loss Is estimated at $25,000.
want to be told why Barnard College
Following a meeting with property
rules say nothing about the use of the owners along the route and the board
soothing weed In graduate dormitories of viewers, the board of supervisors If You Need a Medicine
and prohibit it In those of the under- approved the viewers' report and the
You Should Have the Best
graduates.
Two undergraduates reright of way for the Falrbank-Santcently were suspended when caught Cruz county line link of the State
smoking.
highway. This wilr complete the link
Have you ever stopped to reason why
between Nogales and Tombstone, Ariz., it is that so many products that are exand work will be started immediately tensively advertised, all at once drop out
by
Engineer Jenkins of the State High- of sight and are soon forgotten? The
you.
help
us
has helped thousands. Let
reason is plain the article did not fulfill
Denver way Department.
Write for catalog.
the promises of the manufacturer. This
Georgé W. Brown, pioneer St. Louis applies more particularly to a medicine.
Wants Gothic Pig Sties.
In Tuc- A , medicinal preparation that has real
Chicago. Pig sties constructed aft- shoe manufacturer, who died
as like
son, Ariz., Dec. 13, left half of his es- curative value almost sells itself,
an endless chain system the remedy is
er the Gothic style of architecture tate,
estimated at about $1,000,000, to recommended by those who have been
were favored by F. C. Fenton, associ- charity, and the other half to his widto those who are in need of it.
ate professor of agricultural engineer- ow, according to his will, filed for pro- benefited,
A prominent druggist saya "Take for
ing of Iowa State College, In an ad- bate in St. Louis.
a
example
Dr. Kilmer's ' Swamp-Roodress before the American Society of
preparation
I have sold for many years
Bur-suO.
H.
United
States
Senator
arEngineers.
Proper
Agricultural
and never hesitate to recommend, for in
said In a telegram to H. H. Brook, almost every case it shows excellent rerangements of windows and lighting,
IrriElephant
the
president
Butte
of
sults, as many of my customers testify.
with sun parlors, were also advocated
large a
by the speaker. The Gothic style of gation district at Las Cruces, N. M., No other kidney remedy has so
sale."
Washingloan
board
at
farm
the
that
farm buildings was advocated because
According
to sworn statements and
the open sloping roofs make it possi- ton, D. C, has decided to begin ex- verified testimony of thousands who have
In
ble to stack hay, make the building tending loans to Irrigation farmers
used the preparation, the success of Dr.
is due to the fact,
larger without excessive expense, and Dona Ana county as fast as conditions Kilmer's Swamp-Roo- t
alallow the "sun to drift Into the hogs will permit. The basis is 50 per cent o many people claim, that it fulfills
every wish in overcoming kidney,
and other animals inside the building." of the current selling price. The earn- most
ing power of the land is to be the prin- liver and bladder ailments; corrects uriuric

wv
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WRECK OF PACT

Aurora, Nebr. "My mother was
always a great believer in all of Dr.
Pierce's medicines and when 1 was a
girl she gave me the 'Favorite Prescription' when I was in a rundown, nervous
condition and it soon built me up in
health and strength. I am glad to endorse Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription
as being a splendid tonic for girls or
women who suffer." Mrs. Walter
Guard, 608 Tenth St.
How can delicate, sickly girls hope to
become healthy women? A healthy
state of the system comes with Dr.
Pierce's Favorite Prescription.
It's a
medicine prepared for women's ailments.
Get it now in either tablets or liquid
from your neighborhood druggist, and
write Dr. Pierce, Invalids' Hotel, Buffalo
N. Y., for free medical advice.
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compromise

between the opponents and advocates
treaty in the Dall
of the Anglo-IrisElreann has yet been attained, future
plans designed, to avoid wrecking the
agreement are being considered.
It is generally recognized now that
Eamon de Valera was right in stating
that the Dall has no power to ratify
the treaty. The treaty itself prescribes
the mode of ratification to be by the
members elected to sit in the House of
Commons of southern Ireland, which
was constituted under the home rule
act of 1920, but which actually never
met and which, except for the purpose
of ratifying the treaty, probably never
will meet. The membership is nearly,
but not 'quite, the same as that of the
h

.ft.

IV

TOSS OF

SU?'.

In
Use:

(F

For Over

Thirty Years

Dail.

The Dall Includes some members
from northern Ireland, and excludes
four elected to the southern parliament from Trinity college.
The Indication is that after the Dail
approves of the treaty, which it Is
expected to do by comparatively small
majorities, the ratifying body named
in the treaty shall be summoned. The
Dall members who are dissatisfied
with the treaty need not attend this
gathering, it Is pointed out, and thus
their cplleagues, plus the Trinity members, might ratify the document unanimously. The Dail would still function
as Ireland's only recognized elected
parliamentary assembly.
A provisional government would be
formed under the treaty, and the Dall
could act as a check on its functions.
It will take many months for the new
Irish constitution to be put into working order; in the meantime, iUs hoped,
the differences between the Sinn Fein
leaders might be accomplished. ,
Some of Mr. de Valera's most Influential and valued friends outside the
Dail have seen him and urged the desirability of accepting the treaty. They
are said to have come away convinced
that on the ground of principle he is
entirely uncompromising and will fight
the matter out, whatever the consequences. "
The country's opinion on acceptance
of the treaty is not in doubt; even
the members of the Dail opposing the
treaty admit they could not carry
more than a very small proportion of
their constituents with them. Thus
far there has been no instance of any
public body adopting resolutions
against acceptance, although at most
of the meetings there has been a minority holding that view.
A remarkable feature of the resolutions favoring the treaty is the gen'

eral lack of enthusiasm for its terms.
is accepted mostly with an accompaniment of criticism regarding its deficiencies, but the view that such as it
Is should be accepted is practically
universal.

It

Bandits Kill Cashier.
Pearl River, N. Y. Four bandits
shot. and killed the assistant cashier
and a clerk of the First National Bank
here and escaped in an automobile,
after wounding a railroad guard. It
was not known whether they obtained
any loot.

Exact Copy of Wrapper.

VWC

In Far Countries.
When it was noised about a certain
Maine town that Lizzie Norton was going "clean to Nova Scotia" to teach,
everybody had something to say, and
a few shook their wise heads over it.
"A little dlff rent, I guess, she'll find
it from teachln' here," prophesied
Mrs. Boggs darkly.
"Don't you worry about Lizzy," said
Lizzy's grandmother. "Mebbe she'll
have to study the European languages
on the sly, but Lizzy can do it!"
Philadelphia Ledger.

three-fourth-

phans under care of the Near East
relief In orphanages in Turkey to the
international zone on the Bosphorus,
where they will be placed on farm
land, was authorized by Its executive
committee to remove them from the
menace of chronic warfare In the Levant. Complete removal will be started as soon as necessary land and other facilities can be obtained.

Wills Body to Medical College.
.Chicago. The will of Morris Hell-borveteran Chicago merchant, who
died recently, provides that his body
shall be given to the Bush Medical
College to be used for scientific purposes. Heilborn, who was a bachelor
and an atheist, left most of his estate
of $25,000 to Miss Jane Addams, social
worker, "as an expression of my admiration for her great work." Religious services and ceremonies were forbidden at his funeral under provisions
of the will.

COilMHV. NtW TOUK CITV.

Wise Figuring.

"I noticed," said the Gyrene, sitting?
in he side car of the motorcycle,
''that you gave that passing motor
truck a wide berth as you whizzed
by."
"Sure," said the driver. "I figure
it's better to give those trucks six feet
of space than for me, to be taking up
that much space in the cemetery."
The Leatherneck.
Humbugs multiply as fast as any
other kind of bugs.

;
:
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Say 4 'Bayer" when you buy Aspirin.

Unless you see the name "Bayer" on tablets, you are
not getting genuine Aspirin prescribed by physicians
over 22 years and proved safe by millions for
Colds
Toothache
Earache

Headache
Neuralgia
Lumbago

Rheumatism
Neuritis
Pain, Pain

Accept only "Bayer" package which contains proper directions.
Also bottles of 24 and 100 Druggists.
trida nark of Barer Manufactura (if Monosceticacldester of Sallcyllcadil

Handy "Bayer" boxes of 12 tablets
Aspirin

Is

ti

,
Slightly Worse.
years on the
"During my forty-od- d
road," said the veteran commercial
traveler, "I have slept In at least
8,000 beds."
"Yarp!" grimly returned the landlord, of the tavern at Grudge. "And
probably you are going to say that
your bed here in the hotel last night
was the worst you ever participated
in?"
"Oh, no ! Once when I was a young
man and rather wild I slept the
greater part of one night in a mortar
bed." Kansas City Star.

Reject Whisky as Medicine.
Chicago. A large majority of physicians from six states, replying to an
alcoholic questionnaire, asserted they
did not regard whisky, beer and wine
as necessary therapeutic agents In the
practice of medicine, while nearly
of them said they believed there
should be restrictions In prescribing
s
whisky, beer and wine. About
of the replies asserted there
were no Instances In the practice of
Don't Forget Cuticura Talcum ,
where suffering or When adding to your toilet requisites.
the physicians
death had resulted from the enforce- An exquisite face, skin, baby and dusting powder and perfume, rendering
ment of the prohibition laws.
other perfumes superfluous. You may
rely on it because one of the Cuticura
Orphans to Be Placed on Farms.
Talcum).
Trio (Soap, Ointment an
orNew York. Transfer of 35,000
Advertisement.
25c each everywhere.
two-thir-

CCHTAUR

Indiana to Breed Foxes.
Breeding of silver foxes Is to be
tried on several farms In northern Indiana. One farm has been stocked with
0
ten pairs of breeders bought for
from the Hudson's Bay company.

Feet Felt
Walter had been
big armchair in the
long time, reading

Stupid.

curled up

-

the

. At the Source.
"Have you heard today's gossip?"
"No, I haven't."
"Then I guess there Isn't any."

Sure Relief

FOR INDIGESTION
MUST' i ...ÁccTlfíMI

6

Bell-an-s

Hot water

$25,-00-

Aren't there people you are afraid
of, even though you can't help laughing at their sarcasms?

In

living room for "a
his newest' book.
Suddenly deciding to run out and play
for a while, he got up and started to
limp across the room. Dad looked at
him, rather surprised at first, and
youngster:
questioned
the
then
"What are you llmplpg for, Walter?"
"Oh, I dunno, dad," was the reply,
"only my feet feel awful stupid." His
feet were asleep. Exchange.

Sure Relief
EW.-AM-S
25$ and 754 Packages. Everywhere

IMS

?

The Spanish American, Roy. ILmTnr Omnty, t'.sw Mexico, Satu;

1S22.
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FLUSHING' WITH KESOrENE
OF

ERADLEY

AUCTIONEER
T

am a

graduate

from 'the

ssoun Auctioneering School
I will assure you of service
ih at brings resultst
.
Will be glad to cry your sale
cr. where at any time.
A.

Col. B.R.Reeder
Roy, NewMexico.

FATJO'S HONEY
ancy Comb

1

:.

Extracted Honey

For sale by the case
mill in o yal. cans

Ilctailed by all
f

Leading Grocers.

THE.

doubtful value

SPANISH-AMERIC-

f
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The New Year and Xmas Holi'' ' ' v
'
Published By '
days ave over and tho each and
The practice of flushing the everyone had a glorious time we
PRINTING COMPANY
THE
nn.vt.3 of an internal are not sorry
G. Johnson, Associate Editor"
Wm.
L.
Schultz,
Editor.
Frank
it'
is
over
for
if
Lysic ilazen has leeil ill the '.nmtii-sincnm'np with lwnspnp we are tired of the
and
"hustle
Subscription $2.00 per year payable strictly hi advance.
past few days. He is reported af ter fining it of old crank
bustle" and are glad to get startbetter no r.
common
so
case oil has become
again with living the plain old
Oscar Asrgren has been work- as to be almost universal, but ed
evory- - lay life.
matter at the post office in Roy, N. M.
Entered as second-clas- s
ing in Mosquero the last week or recently several authorities have
Our school began again Mon
Registered August 27. 1912.
two.
come forward expressing their day with an increased enrollment
Welt ovr popular little school doubt as to the value of the
Each t eacher and pupil has en
ma'am (used to be) is back again parctice.
HAVE YOU MADE YOUR
tercd this second ..term better ac ARCEL POST PACKAGES NO
as far as the County Seat and
LONGER REQUIRE REV- - , NEW YEAR'S RESOLUTIONS?
The objections which , have luaintod and with very strong
'
there she will stay and keep been brought forward to it are
ENUE STAMPS
do
esolutions,
more
to
is,
that
Mr,
Kingsbury.
house for
Its a as follows :
Well here is one you don't
nnd better work this year than
shame ard so says the whole
The New Year brings a greet- van! to forget.
First, a certain amount jf my other school yearv before,
Let it be one of
community as Miss Nanalee was kerosene is likely to become
post your
wo going to join our forces ing to the senders of parcel
I will start the New
first.
're
the best teacher and
entrapped in natural pockets and md he;p this good work along? packages.
Year right by starting my
by far the best one we have troughs which
Berthold Spitz, postmaster, an rising immediately. I will adver
are formed Or sha'l we be knockers?
give
found. (Eut its all in life.) Here's through details of the engine denounces that the placing of revMr. Ira Bemdorf, one of Sola enue stamps on packages will be it a lair chance to show me what
congratulations t" M;h.
sign, and when new oil is put in
Little Mildred Drisl:il and mo it will be diluted by the kerosene no's popular young men has tak eliminated with the coming of it can do for my business if I"
it, during the coming
We re- the New Year, bringing a sav- will let
3n up I us work in Roy,
ther hav3 been on the sick list caught in these pockets.
'
year.
Do
you know of anyone
gret very much to haye him ing to the public. The discard
this week.
Second, many engines which
who
does
not
want to increase
loss
Solano's
midst
leave
our
but
Grandpa and Grandma Hazer have calculating pumps above
ing of the revenue stamps is a his sales ? No, not if he is
truly
is Roy's gain.
stayed and took care of the R. the crank case for
result of the new revenue law
man. The man
Mr. r.nd Mrs. H. R. Johnson which becomes effective January a progressive
Hazen home while Mr. and Mi s ting system requirethe..
that the
who keeps his stock on the move
Hazen visited during the holi pumps be primed with lubricat- made a business trip to Roy first.
is teh man who can give you
Friday.
days.',
Mr. Spitz also says that own the most for
ing oil to insure immediate cirvour monev. TTp
Grandpa Bradley and Grand culation of the oil on starting
The young people enjoyed a ers of post office boxes will be
mother Bradley took care of Mrs When kerosene is employed, it vatch party at the beautiful given but one more chance to never lets his stock become old
because he knows
'has adverv pay
Don's farm while she visited he: s not el'fec tive as a priming anc 'ior-- cf Miss Cecil Mackey
their rent on the boxes. If tised the best and he
when
anyone
folks in Dawson during Xma: it is difficult to start circulation
night. Instead of ring tlje rents are not paid on boxes
comes to buy, he will expect to
week.
year
sang
eld
they
bel's
the
'ng
renw
on Tuesday the boxes ill be
Third, many operators wii
get the exact article over the
Mr. arid Mrs. Ralph Hazen an'' turn the engine for few minu- )ut an the Ney Year in. New ted to other persons.
a
counter
as he has seen it adver-tseMrs. Don Bradley were amo?v tes with a starter in
order to md interesting r games were There are now 172 applications
You know when he hands
the folks who attended the fine nake the flushing thorough.
was
lunch
dainty
a
and
played
is
postoffice
for boxes which the
The
you the article to purchase it
reception given 'by Mrs. Duvc'" effect of this on the engine is crved just before the old year unable to fill.
will be the same as the one you
nt Mosquero for the bride anc very bad indeed.
the
very
late
hour
lied and at a
came in to buy. Have you ever
groom.
Fourth, it is claimed by some ouests departed feeling tired ANOTHER SCHOOL MA'AM noticed that the man who is
Hazen
has beer that the gritty abrasive parti '?ut ha;ipy and declaring Miss
Grandmother
advertising is the man
on the sick list for the past while cles which
collect in the crank Mackey a queen in the art of endown
Branch
came
Alberto
whose
store
is advancing at the
and altho she was not much bet- case are more readily disturbed tertaining.
town all smiles early Monday most rapid rate of speed? 'Come '
ter she attended church Sunday. and circulated when kerosene is Mr. and Mrs. H. Upton of
morning, and we all knew at in and give us your
Rev. Burnett preached a fine used for flushing than otherwise
Canyon, after spending once that something wonderful an advertising space. order for
It will. pa
sermon Sunday. A sermon that Naturally, the results of this can a few days in Raton, passed
had happened or that he had re you to try it. ADVERTISING
every one commented upon. Such not be good.
through Solano enroute home ceived a wonderful New Year's NEVER FAILS. TRY IT.
sermons is just what this comThe frequent change of crank Saturday.
present. Alberto gladly gave
munity needs to put them to the case oil is undoubtedly a.stronp
Sunday School was out the news and supplemented
Solaro's
front and give them all a chance tactor m improving the per- veil attended Sunday though the
TO
same with a fine cigar and here LADIES AUXILIARY
to think. We all hope that we formance of
engine and in ad- weather was very unfavorable. is what we heard "My wife prean
LEGION
ROY
shall have our share of services ding to
its life but care should Ml enjoyed the story told by the sented me, early this morning,
POST ORGANIZED TUESout here this winter and that be used as to
em- Supt. in regard to Dec. 25th.. not with a beautiful daughter, yes
methods
the
DAY EVENING
Bro. Burnett will be the one to ployed in making the change.
being the correct date of Christ s she is a dandy and looks just
leliver thorn to us.
birth-djtThese' many questions like her mother and we are sure
Miss JTrrv Woods' sister and
The Ladies Auxiliary to the
that are asked and discussed going to make a school ma'am
ABBOTT NEWS
Toe returned from their grandRoy Post American Legion was
Sunday
Sunday
are
and
to
us
from
Dr.
tells
Self
of
out
her."
mothers v here they spent their
creating much interest and are that the little daughter weighed organized last Tuesday at the
Kmas.
E. Henry and wife were busi broadening our views along 7Vá lbs. and is one of the best Masonic Hall in Roy with a nice
P N. LHRg.yton was in t'r ness callers in Abbott Tuesday.
ever. íes, Aiuerto is proud ana membership.
Bradley neighborhood on busi Mr. Henry has the contract for these lines.
The following officers were ele
Mr.
we don't blame him and why
groom
and
and
bride
Rov'ii
rs 'Mondv.
plastering our new school house.
cted
for the ensuing year are
he
over
be
his
first
shouldn't
KM(i
to
slipped away
. Mrs. Morford
and daughte:
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Floersheim Mrs. O icar1
were installed during the evenGrandpa
be
to
And
sure
born?
night
spend
to
village
the
our
among those
who n' Mr. and Mrs. J. R. McKee and
and were heartily welcomed by and Grandma Branch are very ing:
tended church Sunday here ano1 sons motored to Springer,,
Mrs. Earl McMinimy Pres.,
bang proud over their first gi'andchild
at Mosquero.
to see the interesting play he merry jingle rattle sand etc. and Great Grandfather and mo- Mrs. Ray Carr, Vice Pres.. Mrs.'
bells,
many
at
the
Mr. Frank Smith is preparing of the Four Horsemen.
"Bangs and Rice" was taken ther Rodriquez are also wearing Robert Bentley, Sec, Mrs. Wilto load p csr of corn this week.
J. C. Tarpley well known far- All
good
naturedly, howeverfor the additional airs. W7ell here's con liam Brashears, Treas.
Say! Whats the matter with mer of the Valley neighborhood
The local dues are $1,50 a year
was invited in where can- gratulations, Alberto and wife
?rowd
your phc::3 line? Have you look- purchased a wind mill from the
which
are to be paid in advance
great
of
one
become
the
may
she
ed at it lately ? If not take a look." Abbott Mercantile Co., the 1st., dy and" cake were served and
and must be paid at the next
.
country.
of
the
leaders
were
The
hours
rendered..
music
Little Mary Ellen Ilazen has of the week.
regular meeting which will be
left
been on the sick list but reports
II. L. Hanna shipped his, house already late so the crowd
held at Mrs. Robert Bentley's
to
news-writMosquero
The
long
couple
a
are better.
hold goods to Queennieau and ex- wishing this happy
for- home on the last Tuesday of Jan.
Spansih
American
has
the
life.
prosperous
happy
and
Quite a few from here attend- pects to follow shortly his idea is
Quite a number of Solanos' gotten that he was once young at 2:30 P.M.
ed the N. Y. Dance at Roy Sat- to make that his home. He has
All wives, sisters, mothers of"
the Ameri- and handsome and popular with
urday.
a good position in the railroad young' folks attended Roy
are entitled to and
y the ladies else why did he squeal
Satur-laat
Legion
Dance
can
Mrs. Jay Bradley is the teacher shops.
elegible
to membership.
are
get
him
and
Howard
If"
Winters
on
night. All report a splendid
now filling Mrs. Kingsbury's
.Mr. and Mrs. Vern Knedler
you
yet
have
not
joined
Don
elsewhere,
and
auxbad
here
this
in
alwayr
is
good
time
But
a
vacancy.
returned home from Santa Fe time.
S. A. travels iliary and are elegible for
Oh ! yes, we don't want to for- while gone they spent a couple forthcoming from that fair city. he know that the
you should give your'
believed by
and
is
read
and
far
Mr. Bert Ladd is spending
get to mention the fine Xmas of nights at their homestead at
name to one of the officers who
cruel
"back
those
many
take
parents
here
few
weeks
with
his
remembrances that the Spanish Cuba, N. M.
will give you the necessary
words, Ben.
American sent to the Bradley
Mr. Clyde McCoplin who was
how to become a memcorrespondent. It surely was fine operated on for appendicitis in PUT NOT YOUR TRUST IN
ber.
Mrs.
Pacheco,
Jesus
Mr.
and
again,
to
many
say
and we want
I
El Paso hospital is reported betof Cleveland, are the proud parthanks.
ter and writes us he expects to
ents of a baby boy, born Friday
The S. A. still needs a
Most of the men espcially be home in 10 days.
Don't trust your bestA friend morning. The youngster is a
over the
atmill
in
the
interested
those
Mr. and Mrs. L. IL Brock ;o do j our proposing for you
grandson of Llate Treasurer and Tiesa, if you wish to become a
tended the meeting up there last spent New Years visiting relaor
Do that little job yourself
correspondent, write us. for we
Mrs. C. U. Strong.
Tuesday.
--well, just see "The Beloved Vlora County Pantagraph.
tives near Cimarron.
have a good offer to make you:
We understand that Dr. Pierce
R. E. Aldredge, E. McMinney Villian when it comes to the Roy
wii move to his farm soon.
and Mickey Floersheim spent Theatro Saturday 7th.
T. A. Rice is reported better Sunday in Abbott helping the
again after a long spell of illness. Abbott Mercantile Co., take inNOTICE TO THE STOCK
Tell Bradley, Nanalee and Ral- ventory.
OF THE ROY FARM
ph Hazen motored to Raton on
Miss E. Vay Johnson returned
ASSOCIATION
LOAN
business last Friday.
to her school at French Monday.
Mosquero
in
was
Woods
Ira
Edith and Alice McColpin are
Sunday,
The- ft will be a meeting of the
home after spending the holidays
(Bonded)
Stock Holders on the 10th day c
Mrs. Aspgren was unable tc with théir aunt at Canadain.
januu, y at 2 o'cock P. M. 1922
attend church Sunday. We are
at F. H. Foster's office in Roy
sorry she is sick again and hope FOR SALE CHEAP, six
"Prompt and Efficient Serv.ts"
she will be able to come the next
Oakland Roadster in A 1 New Mexico to elect officers for
f
bustimé, we have church.
ondition will sell for cash or part the en juing year and other
Í
We are ready to make your Abstracts now.
Don't forget the quarterly con I cash and good bankable note. For iness v. hich will come before the
board.
see
Mosquero
next
particulars
meets
turtner
at
k.
ference
Roy, N. M. Will sell also
This being the annual meeting
Saturday evening and it is up to
you to attend and see' that we Six Room Home just completed. verybidy in requested to be pres
have church out here Be sure If you are interested in homes lent.
Mosquero. ew Mexico.
F. IL Foster,
and go and say whit you want to see me and I will give you good .
Secretary and Treasurer.
there wi,! be nlent v there from terms.
R. P. Shaya, Company, 31-here and we want you too.

Everybocl is back cgain after
spending Xmas with, relatives
and i riends.
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SPANISH-AMERICA-

-

N

Ar!,-n(- r

n

.

Italian Bees and Queens

Fatjo Apiaries
l'.O. Box

SOLANQ

-

..

Springer, New Mex.

:".

Sat-rda-

"

I. C.

1

DODDá

d.

UNDERTAKER
And
LICENSED EMBALMER
Full line of Caskets alwaysq on
hand, also suits and dresses.
Calls answered day or night
Phone No. 58
Foster Blk.
Roy, N. Mex.
,

.

Geo E. Cochrane
THE
AUCTIONEER
Mills, N. M.

con-tinous- ly

La-Cint- a

,

y.

Dates at this office.

General Blacksmith

and

--

New-Year-

Machine Work,
ACETYLENE WELDING AND
DISC ROLLING
AT THE OLD STAND,
WITH THE LIBERTY
GARAGE

J. D. Wade,
Prop

dish-pan-

er

'

Fire Insurance

mem--bersh- ip

Ihave taken the agency for
ore of the strongest Fire Insurance Companies doing business
in the State and will be glad to

injure your property against
five, lightning, tornados etc.
I; also insure farm property.
B appreciate your patronage.
Roy, N. M.
F.Sf. Foster,
NOTICE

FARMERS

n
I will pay forty cents per
pounds for snapped corn delivered at Roy. Can use any
hun-dre-

quantity.
George Ray.
SEWING WANTED
I do all kinds of sewing see me
before you have that new dress
made. Prices reasonable. Telephone 62.
Mrs. W. T. Weatherill.
.P

s

-

few-mor-

!

HOL-DEL- S

.

-

cyl-end-

HARDING COUNTY ABSTRACT
COMPANY, Inc.

ar

W. R. COPLEN, Manager
'

If you don't know what you

want read the S. A.
find it-- in there.

You will

MICKIE, THE PRINTER'S DEVIL

I

I

7

I

By Charles Sugliroe
Western Nowuper

Umaa

You Can't Have Money and

a Car Both

